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CPR obtains documents proving out-of-state
leadership of CMF
Cosby acknowledges leadership of Bruce Fein
and Tony Marco
by Bruce Balboni, Managing Editor

Stale Senalor Dale McCormlcl (D), Monnouth, 1aJd, "ugi,latl~e 1upport luu never
been 1tronger . . . "for the anti-ducrimination bill.

Introduction of anti-discrimination bill
postponed
BUI seen as "competing measure" under Maine's
Constitution
by Winnie Weir, Publishing Editor

In a move that is sure to prompt a
myriad of emotiom among not only the
Jesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered
communities, but among our heterosexual supporters as well, Patricia Ryan,
Executive Director of the Maine Human
Rights Commission, and Senator Dale
McCormick, (D} Monmouth, announced
jointly last week that a bill to make it
illegal to discriminate against anyone in
housing, public accommodations, employment and credit based on their
sexual orientation ~ill not be introduced
in this legislative session.
Concerned Maine Families Press
Secretary, Lawrence Lockman, wa.fled
no time issuing a press release, in which
CMF Chair, Carolyn Cosby, staled 'This
decision is an absolute victory for the
people of Maine ..." Cosby also went

on to renew her challenge to Maine
Won't Discriminate, through Karen
Geraghty, President of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance, (MLGPA}
to publicly debate CMF's referendum.
Referring to Geraghty as "leader of the
opposition to CMF's referendum,"
Cosby noted that March 9 was "day 22
since CMF called for a debate ..."
According to Ryan
and
McCormick, the decision not to introduce the bill in this legislative session
was reached after extensive comultation
with the MHRC's Counsel as well as
several other lawyers. The consensus is
that if the Legislature were to pass an
anti-discrimination bill this year, it
would likely be considered a "competing measure" under the,Maine constitution, and would appear on the ballot

See BILL, page 2

Maine Foster Parent A~ociation embarks on
recruitment campaign
by Bruce Balboni, Managing Editor

"Our attitude is - a gay parent, a
gay couple, who makes a wonderful foster parent is going to be better than a
biological parent who is physically,
sexually or emotionally abusing a
child," said Kathy Chonko, Recruitment
Specialist with the Maine Foster Parent
Association (MFPA).
Chonko contacted the Community
Pride Reporter (CPR) on behalf of the
MFPA in an effort to "promote awareness of the great need for more licensed
fost~r homes throughout the state of
Maine and the vast misconceptions of
foster care." Nearly 2200 Maine children need foster care every year, but

MFPA, want, n,ore people to apply to

See MFPA, pa2e 4 b«ome /01ter parents.

At the outset of the signature gathering campaign to place an anti-gay referendum question on the 1995 ballot,
Carolyn Cosby, chair of Concerned
Maine Families (CMF}, stated vehemently that CMF is an organization
'made in Maine,' i.e. conceived of and
led by Mainers as opposed to "those
outsiders." She has criticized. just as
vehemently, Maine Won't Discriminate
(MWD}, the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance (Ml.GPA}, and the Maine
Civil Liberties Union (MCLU) for enlisting the help of Gay/Lesbian Advocates and Defenders (GLAD} ba41ed in
Boston, to help in this battle.
In a letter to the Christian Civic Co1by lign1 her petition la,t Aag,ut at
League (CCL), dated December 13, Portland City Hall. Her 1ignat11re
trymboUcally ended CMF'1 pditlon tlri•e.
1994, Cosby, in responding to the
League's offer of assistance, laid out ~ d on our ability to mutually agree
.
what CCL has to do in order to join ~ n their leadership." _
CMF. Cosby writes, "We (CMF} underTony Marco, founder of Colorado
score both Marco's and Fein's signifi- for Family Values, is "the architect of
cance because we believe their genius Colorado's Amendment 2" and Bruce
is absolutely critical to future success. Fein is the right-wing, constitutional
And, ~ we consider a working relation- lawyer from Vuginia who wrote Cosby's
ship, the depth of that relationship will
See CMF, page 3

"They've [the so-called gay militants] taken the bait
we hoped they would, are convinced we made a colossal blunder -- now let's make 'em pay for it big time!
Carry on ... '' Marco to Lockman
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Maine's twenty-first statewide c:onference
scheduled for Memorial Day ,veekend

along with the pending referendum.
''Ibis issue is too important to risk
confusing matters by putting a partially
competing measure on the ballot as
well," said Ryan. 'We believ~ voters
will say that Maine, as a State, won't
discriminate, and we want them to have
a clear shot at that issue," she added.
McCormiclc stated, 'We have been
working to pass this bill for 18 years.
Legislative supp<n 1w never been stronger and the Governor will sign it. In fact,
it is the likelihood of success that raises
the issue of this bill being a competing
By Dick Harrison
measure.''
CARIBOU, ME: Maine's twentyIn an article appearing in the first gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgen"Bangor Daily News," Geraghty ac- dered conference will be held at the
knowledged that the strategy of MLGPA University of Maine campus in Presque
and Maine Won't Discriminate (MWD) Isle from May 26-29, 1995 (Memorial
will change. "We'll talk less about the . Day Weekend). Symposium XXI will
anti-discrimination bill and more about be hosted by the members of Northern
the effect of the referendum." Geraghty Lambda Nord, Maine's oldest commuadded, ''Defeating the referendum is cer- nity-based group.
tainly the big item, but it doesn't bring
"Coming of Age" is the theme of
protection to gays and lesbians. So, we Symposium XXI. It will be both a ce~will go forward with the anti-discrimi- ebration of the 21st anniversary of this
nation measure. It just won't be this event in Maine, as well as a look at how
year." M
the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered communities in the state have
11
THE
58 Pine Street
matured, both politically and personally.
Symposium planners have finalized most conference details including
arrangements for two keynote speakers.
Ql'.oT/\UQANI'
Mary Bonauto, coumel with the BostonFeaturing:
based law firm, GLAD - Gay and LesMaine Rainbow Trout
bian Advocates and Defenders, will address the opening plenary session of
Serving dinnec nightly from 5:30
Symposium. Mary is imtrumental in the
"
Casual ambiance
fight to defeat the pending anti-gay referendum.
Tuma (pronounced "Duma")
'Pro ~ibr1cB nooKsHoP
Young is a Mic Mac and activist, with
the Atlantic First Nations AIDS Task
Over
Force based in Halifax. He will speak
20,000
current and
on 'The Fine Line Between Spirituality
out-of-print
books in
and Sexuality."
stock.
Karen Williams, 'Toe funniest
IO Third Street, Bangor • 942-3019
woman on the comedy stage today!" and

The Maritones, a twelve voice ensemble
of the Maine Gay M~'s Chorus will be
our Saturday evening entertainment
On Sunday evening a Casino Benefit will be held to benefit the Northern
Lambda ·Nord Phoneline service capabilities as they seek to obtain an 800
number. The Gay-Lesbian Phoneline of
Maine serves the entire state from the
Gay-Lesbian Community Services Center ·in Caribou. It has been in operation
since 1982, relying on NLN to raise the
necessary funds to keep it going.
"Gulf of Maine Books" from
Brunswick will be on hand with many
titles of interest available. Also on the
schedule is an important "town meeting"
which will be held during the weekend.
This year marks the fourth time
Northern Lambda Nord has brought
Symposia to northern Maine. NLN's
membership is drawn from Aroostook
County, Maine as well as the neighboring New Brunswiclc counties. Consequently, close relalionships have been
established betweenArilericans and Canadians. Historically, when Symposium
meets in Presque Isle, one-third of the
participants are from New Brunswi_ck
and Nova Scotia, which adds to the mternational flavor of the weekend. One
of the two keynote speakers in Presque
Isle has always been a Canadian activist; this tradition will continue at Symposium XX!.
Since 1986 when Northern
Lambda Nord first hosted Symposium
XIIl, the annual conference had rotated
around the state from Presque Isle to the
Bangor/mid-coast region, then to the
Portland area and baclc to The County.
Because there was no Symposium in
southern Maine during 1994, this year's
organizers anticipate a large turnout.
The new campus center and remodelled dining hall of the University
of Maine at Presque Isle offers modern
facilities for Synposium 's Memorial
Day weekend events. Dormitory housing provides all linen, blankets, pillow,
towels and soap. Registrants may
choose from several weekend "packages":
Plan A includes 3 night's lodging,
all meals, and registration (which allows
admission to all events) for $109.
Plan B is two night's lodging,
meals and registration for $95.
Plan C is one night's lodging,
meals and registration for $80.
Plan D is meals and registration for
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re•tler's pn•tliu since 19B0
Eric Furry, l'rorri••or

$65.

®..

Registration only (Plan E) is $25.
Registrations received after May 1
will l)e higher. A limited number of reduced-price "work exchange" registrations, as well as child care are available
if requested in advance.
To receive a registration form, send
a stamped self-addressed business-size
envelope today to Symposium XXI, P.O.
Box 990, Caribou ME 04736-0990, or
call the Gay-Lesbian Phoneline of Maine
at 207/498-2088 'Wednesdays between
7:00 and 9:00 PM. Leave a message at
other times. The Phoneline is TTY-accessible.

SYMPOSIUM Seeks
vendors &t organizatlom
Symposium.XXI tw set aside space
for vendors to sell their wares, for organizations to have tablle space for selling fundraising items, and for non-profit groups to
distrioote literaturie.
_
1be new campus center in Presque
Isle will be the ce:111ter of activities during
the Memorial Day weekend conference.
Symposium XXI will provide tables in the
campus center for those vendors and organizations who ·wish to sell items and/or
distribute literaturn. Organizers anticipate
from 125-150 registrants, 50-50 women
and ..nen, with about one-third Canadiam
from New Brumwiidc and Nova Scotia and
two thirds from Maine.
Fees for table spaces are: Vendors
(profit-making businesses) - $30; Nonprofit groups sellilllg items for fund-raising- $15; Non-profit groups distributing
literature only, free space.
Table space MUST be reserved in
advance. Please s.end requests for table
space to Sym~illllll XXINendors, POB
990, Caribou ME 04736-0990. Include a
brief explanation a1S to what will be sold/
distributed.
Workshop topics, discus.goo

leade1rs sought
Symposium XXI is looking for
people to lead woolcshop discussions during the Memorial Day weekend conference.
Workshops play an important role in
the success of the Sym~ium weekend.
Organizers in northern Maine are seeking
help from members of
community in
other parts of the :state to suggest topics
for discussion and for qualified individuals to agree to facillitate workshops. One
workshop which has been confirmed is
"Small Business Owners", a netwodcing
opportunity for people who are small business owners to me~ and discuss issues
such as how they illltegrate their personal
and business lives within their communities.
Workshop fatcilitators will receive a
reduction in the C<J~t of their registration
at Symposium. Ple~ send your suggestiom for workshop topics and names of
individuals who ar,e interested in leading
a workshop to Symposium XXI/Workshops, POB 990, Caribou ME 047360990.
hv;lude your name and a contact telephone number, plu:s a brief explanation as
to what will be discussed. For more information, call the Gay-LesbianPhoneline of
Maine at 207/498-2088 Wednesdays from
7:00-9:00 PM, or Didc Harrison at 207 /
498-0900 weekdays. M ·
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a
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Journal I
Journal T'h£rapy Groups
forming in Jtmuary and }:larch
for beginning and expenenced
Journal Keepers
Martha J. Barry, Ph.D.
'JJY1/774-6065
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CPR _l\r--'\,-CMF, from page 1
referendum language for $3250. Cosby
paid Marco $3900 for a lengthy document he wrote which purports to be an
analysis of gay rights. Marco 's document is an attack on homosexuals and
CMF derives their ' ideology ' from it.
CMF uses verbatim quotes from this
document in the ir literature. For example, "Protected Class Status for Gays :
Civil Right- or Uncivil Wrong?" This ·
statement is a chapter heading from
Marco's "book," and it is the title of one
of CMF's brochures.
These revelations are important
because Cosby has asserted that hers is
an in-state, grass-roots effort and she has
repeatedly criticized the gay and lesbian
rights movement in Maine for having
out-of state ties.
For example, in reference to the
lawsuit filed against CMF by the MCLU
and GLAD Cosby said, ·~
unconstitutional action, driven by out-of state
interests ... " and yet, CMF is wholly
directed and substantially funded by outof-state, right-wing radicals by Cosby's
own admission.
Aside from the fact that this letter
deals mainly with out of state leadership,
Cosby also revealed her negative attitude toward Maine and its inhabitants
when she states in~ letter that the very
word, "Christian" in the name "Christian Civic League" will make their work
against gay rights diffiCllllt because of
"the intensely liberal and amoralsitc culture of Maine."

Marco controls Lockman
On January 9, 1995, Tony Marco
sent a letter to Lawrence Lockman, ViceChairman of CMF in which Marco tells
Lockman how to respond to theMaine
Diversity Commission 's findings. It is
Marco who chooses to focus on the September, 1994 draft report of the D iversity Commission rather than the
Commission's final report issued in December. Cosby and L ock man held a
press conference in Augusta after they
received this information from Marco
and they repeated word-for-word what
Marco told them to say about the Diversity Commission.
For example, Lawrence L ockman
included a letter in CMF's fund-raiser
mailing, F ebruary 9,1995, in which
Lockman uses phrases like, " . .. gay
militant Thought Police' brigade empowered to investigate and harass Maine
people for any expression of alleged 'homophobia. ' " In Marco's letter of January 9 , 1995 (written to Lockman) he
writes, ". . . a gay militant-dominated
"politically correct" virtual " Gestapo"
charged to monitor your every thought,
word and action." There are numerous
o~er examples of Lockman either copying Marco's text or only slightly paraphrasing it
Marco concludes his letter by writing, .,They've [the so-called gay militants] taken the bait we hoped they
would, are convinced we made a colossal blunder - now let's make 'em pay
for it big time! Carry on . .."

Marco writes for Chrb1lan

American
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magazine published by the radical right
in Virginia. requested in early January
from CMF the, "wording of your ballot
initiative to go with Tony's (Marco) article. .. "
Marco's association with the radical Christians is not new. He is the cofounder of DoveTail Ministries. In that
capacity he wrote a short document entitled 'The 'Other Sins' of Sodom: A
New, Biblical, 'Social Justice' Critique
of 'Gay Rights."' Cosby's claim that
CMF's effort to deny homosexuals
safety from discrimination is based on
her desire to protect the sanctity of civil
rights law is contradicted by her acknowledged leader Tony Marco. Marco
writes in the "Biblical Critique" that his
oppos ition to gay rights is based on
Scripture.

CMF to pay Fein $100,000
" I propose that I receive an initial
$20,000 retainer, and be paid at a rate of
$250 per hour plus expenses. If the case
reaches the United States Supreme
Court, I would anticipate total legal fees
approximating $100,000, plus expenses," wrote B111ce Fein to CMF, August 18,1995. Fein is the right-wing
constitutional lawyer who wrote
Cosby's referendum for $3250.
Despite his high-priced demands
for money, Fein acknowledges in his
letter to CMF that, "Although I am a
member of the bar of the United States
S ~preme Court, none of my petitions for
review there have been accepted."
Fein also lacks faith in his referendum language, despite Cosby 's statement that CMF, "has the best language
in the country." Fein writes, 'The
Maine initiative, in my opinion, is 65
percent likely to pass constirutional scrutiny." '
Fein admito; that this referendum
will, "preempt local laws" and he admonishes his follo wers in CMF to be
crafty. He writes, " It is exceptionally
important that the battle over the Maine
initiative and future sister initiatives be
conducted with ~ much talent and savvy
outside the courtroom in the public domain as inside. L egal issues that evoke
passions pivot approximately 90 percent
on prevailing public opinion. We cannot afford the amateurish, impetuous, or
myopic."
Cosby also quotes verbatim from
Fein in various ·other pieces of CMF literature. For example, in the letter of
August 18, 1995, Fein writes,••. . . there
is no plausible argument that the initiative is anti-gay. It is not. It is pro-democracy." A CMF handout contains the
statement,"... the Maine campaign is
entirely pro-democracy without being
anti-gay." There are numerous other
examples in this CMF document that are
lifted verbatim from the Fein letter.
Cosby's claim that the CMF initiative is not anti-gay is betrayed in her
six-page fund-raising letter. In that
document Cosby raises all the old stereotypes about homosexuals and Boy
Scouts, and homosexuals and schools.
(Editor's Note: All materials were
provided by anonymous sources.) M

"The Christian American," a

•

Painting "Vic's Store, Stonington," an oil on canvas, donated by A.
Chadbourn to the 9th Annual Spring for Life Art Auction to benefit The
AIDS Project The Auction will be held on Saturday, March 18, 1995 at
the Holiday Inn By The Bay, Portland. Open Preview from 6-8 pm on
Friday, 9:00 am to 4:30 pm. Silent Auction/Preview is al 5:00 pm. Uve
auction is 8:00 pm with Auctioneer, Tom Saturley. Admission is $10.

The Maine Gay Men'.s Chorus Presents
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MGMC
·.
ON STAGE

0

o
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000000000000000 0000
with Guest Artist Soprano Rhee Michelle

FRIDAY, MARCH 24
SATURDAY, MARCH 25
8:00 P.M.
Catherine McAuley H.S. Auditorium
631 Stevens Avenue, Portland
TICKETS: $10 in advance $12·at the door
Available March 1st at Amadeus, Drop Me A Line,
Bookland-Mallside, or from any chorus member
To charge tickets to VISA or MasterCard, call 774-1112.
For further information, call 797-9270.
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presently there are only 900 licensed
foster homes.
Chonko said that there is no discrimination against gays or lesbians in
the application process to become licemed foster parents, and that individuals, as well as couples, are invited to
apply. There is no preference for women
over men and all appliicants are evaluated individually. Chorlko said there are
more married couples who are foster
parents rather than sinE:le men or single
women. She does not know what the
ratio of single women 1to single men is.
Chonko said sh1e contacted the
Community Pride Reporter simply because it is a newspaper in Maine and the
fact that CPR is targeted toward the gay
and lesbian community is irrelevant.
Chonko said that she is not particularly
seeking gay and lesbian foster parents
but rather, foster parents, reiterating that
sexual orientation is irr,elevant. Chonko
said, ..It (sexual orientation) is not a factor in my recruitment a.ctivities whatsoever. It (the gay and lesbian community) is an untapped resource, essentially."
CPR inquired if Chonko was concerned that publicity around gay and lesbian foster parents wou1ld create a backlash. She said, ..I don't know if I'm concerned. I'm aware that it may happen,
and I'm certainly aware that because this
article is going to come: out that ... sure
there are groups out theire that have problems with this, but again, by law, it is
not considered a factol'.'."

Chonko has been in her job for six
months and in that time she has not encountered anyone from the legislature on
·down who frowns .on gays and lesbians
being foster parents. Chonko said she
had "heard things but, to be honest with
you, the people I work with in the Department of Human Services (OHS)
have no problem with this."
She said, "Concaned Maine Families (CMF) is one of the groups I'm
keeping heads up on because I have a
feeling they might have a problem with
this." Chonko mistakenly believes ~at
CMF's referendum against human rights
would bar gays and lesbians from becoming foster parents but, she added,
•'they (CMF) have actively tried to
change legislation but it has never
changed. I'm expecting phone calls
from them after this article comes out,
if they do
it, I'm not hoping for it,
but . .." I assured Ms. Chonko that
CMF's leadership reads the Community
Pride Reporter with closer interest than
anyone else in Maine.
Chonko said that there is no question on the licensing application that asks
sexual orientation. She said that OHS
wouldn't know someone's sexual orientation unless the people told it themselves. Sheexplained, ·we(MFPA)are
a liaison group working with foster parents and OHS . Sometimes foster parents will call in and ask us for advice on
this and that. For example, we' ve had
gay foster parents call and say, •1 am gay
and I want to tell my foster child How

Lesbian foster parents speak
Kimberley and Cassandra are a
couple. They agreed to talk to CPR
about their experiences as foster parents.
Kimberley has worked in human services for several years. She has experience in direct care with clients and has
been a group home manager. She also
has been a special needs teacher in ele-

,

see

Gulf of Ma 1ine 13ookr
INDEPENDENT BOOKSELLERS

61 Maine Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
729-5083

MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL ALLIANCE and MAINE WON'T DISCRIMINATE
present ....

J?&.l 'E'VE~W'J{fj O'.f WOAf'E'J{'S Mer.Le; IC
with speclal guests:

LYNN DEEVES, VAL BENNETT, ERIKA GILBERT

sunday, march 26 7:00 pm
SIS'T£RS .
.fS l•AW9R'T~ S'T, P9R'TlA~

A benefit event to lhelp fund the efforts of passing the gay /lesbian
leglslatlve bill and d1~featlng the anti-gay referendum . Come join us
for a wonderful music-filled evening of friends. frolic .
and ·fun·dralslng.
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do you recommend going about doing
this?' We will help them find the best
way to deal with this situation."
Chonko said her current rc:leruitment campaign is motivated by a desire
to change the whole perception of foster parenting throughout the state:. She
said, "One of the problems is thait a lot
of people think foster parents are in it

*

STUDIO Tt11
142 HIGH ST
SUITE 315
PORtlAND, ME * 207-879-2560

Cassandra and
, Kimberley are ftJ•ster parents who happen lo be les bians.

for the money and that is simply not true
because they don't get paid much
money, not enough to make it a lliving,
which is what a lot of people thin)•• The
starting reimbursement for a 'normal'
child (not special needs) is $9.72 ~~ day,
and it goes up form there, depending on
handicap or need"
"I think a lot of people growing
up always thought that the foster family
on the block was the poor family, and
that these kids were not special, not normal, somehow weird, and the tru th is
these are just normal kids, just like anybody else. They've just had bad luck
with their mom and dad," expllained
Chonko. She wants to eliminate! such
popular misconceptions.
Chonko complained, 'Toe media
only focus on the negative foster parents.
There are problem foster parents, don't
get me wrong, but in general, the majority of foster parents are wonderful
people, kind, loving people who are concerned about children's safety and child
welfare issues, and we just don't hear
about them because nobody's interested.
•Toere are so many kids who need
families and if we could just chan1ge the
image of foster care we wouldn't have
to move kids from Biddeford to
Aroostook County because that's where
the only available foster parents are. It's
bad enough when a kid is removed from
their biological home, let alomi their
school, their friends and their grandparents," said Chonko. She appealed for
more people to come forward to be foster parents.
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mentary school and is currently work
ing in Family Studies at the university
level.
Cassandra is trained in early childhood education, has worked as a teacher
at the elementary level and has a B .A.
in Child Development She has 10 years
experience in the field, including work
in group homes , hospitals and preschools.
Cassandra pointed out that you
don't need to have this kind of background to be a foster parent, but she said
that since they do have it, they bring
specific skills to the situa!ion that are
very useful.
·
Kimberley and Cassandra have
been together for 6 years, one is 28 and
the other i~ 36. They stressed that the
confidentiality of the child is paramount.
No identifying information will be
given.
I asked them what the most important reality was for them, as lesbian foster parents:· Kimberley said, "One of the
most important things, if a gay or lesbian couple does choose to become foster parents is that they really have to be
open about who they are." Cassandra
agreed saying that trying to fabricate a
heterosexual life-style would jeopardize
your license (as a foster parent), and your
own well being. She pointed out that
part of the ongoing relationship with
OHS requires total disclosure and the
resulting stress from dishonesty would
be harmful to the child.
Both women thought this factor

See MFPA, page S

Your Owner's
Manual to the
Maine I.. egislature
Order yo11r copy today!
To orJcr, call or write:
Mai ne People's Resoun:e Ctr.
65 West Commercial Street
Po11lanJ, MEO-HOI
761 - 1881
$16.00 (1nd uJes lax, S&H)
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wu important to stre.u became some
gay or lesbian people who might want
to be foster parents might think they
have to conceal their sexual orientation,
but they do not. There is no speci~c
question in the application process as to
one's sexuality.
Cassandra and
Kimberley presented themselves as a
couple. There was no doubt as to who
they were. Both women said DHS had
no problem with this aspect of their lives.
Cassandra underlined this point by
stating, "You sign a declaration at the
beginning of the application process
promising to be truthful, and if you lie,
you are automatically disqualified, and
if you are a professional in child care,
social work or teaching, you risk your
a-edibility there as well."
Kimberley added, ..We now have
a special value to the system. Because
of our honesty and who we are, we are
used as a respite care home for people
who have issues with men because there
are no men living here." Respite care is
temporary, emergency care for children
in crisis.
I asked, "Why do you do this?"
They iaughed saying, "We often ask
ourselves that question." Kimberley
said, "I was looking for the intensity of
the experience. I wanted to be with a
child around the clock. to form an attachment with a child, especially with a
child who hasn't had a lot of positive
experiences with people."
I wondered why one or both of
them simply didn't have their own children. Kimberley aruwered, "I'm too old.
It's something we talked about but put
off, and being lesbiaru, there is a fmancial aspect to actually conceiving a
child."
Cassandra said that she chose foster parenting rather than conception because of her work with children and
families. By working day to day with
children and families she saw the importance of continuity. She noticed that
when she worked with the families her
work was more satisfying. She said, '1
wanted to be oo the family side of the
equation, providing the cootinuity."
Both women had only good things
to say about dealing with DHS. They
said the social worker who handled their
application process was great and she
seemed to relax when she heard they
were together for 6 years. Their sexuality was simply not an issue.
Asked bow long they bad their foster child they laughed and said, "A million years ... no, about three montm."
The length of commitment to the child
is determined on a case-by case basis,
as is much of what happens, including,
the degree, if any, of comact between
biological parents and foster parents.
Some foster kids are clearly short-term
placements. Others are open ended.
I uked them to di.saw the pros
and com of fo.,tez parenting from the
view of a lesbian couple. Cassandra
said, ..M far as our sexual orientation is
concerned we pretty much prefer and
have been able to keep ~t a non-issue.
We have been refmed to as anon-traditional family, but with a young child
dae is simple acceptance. The child
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has two caretakers, that's it."
with a gay or lesbian couple or indi- is so old and so rarely mentioned that
Cassandra added that in order to vidual. DHS does not use the word veto, she was not surprised to hear that Walsh
make the decisioo to be a foster parent but Ms. Howley acknowledged that the didn't know about it. She added, "It does
you need to know what you're getting policy has that effect.
not come up with any great frequency
into, you should have some experience
Howley said, '7o my knowledge so some staff would be surprised to hear
living with children and some knowl- this has not been a problem. I don't this."
edge of what traumatiz.ed children can kn9w of a situation where a birth parent
Howley added, "In all hooesty this
do. Some of these kids have seen or has said, "Don't do it' or whatever. A
(issue) would generate great public deexperienced trauma. You have to be question was raised recently from ooe bate here today." She said that it has
able to set boundaries with the child and of our regions where they thought that not generated threats of legislation, but
might become a question, and, in fact, she expects that publicity about it will.
yourself.
Kimberley said, "It's not like this was a situation where the child was She continued, "Raising this question
parenting your own child, there are a lot already placed, and the parent had not and bringing it in the public eye certainly
objected,. but there was a concern that has the effect, on a topic that tends to be
of people who come with the child social workers, therapists,
manag- the parent would later raise an objection, controversial, to get people's attentioo."
ers. It's a major invasioo of your per- but I don't think that ever occurred."
She thought this article may well have
Howley provided the following . the opposite effect of that desired by the
sonal life. We have people coming in
our home everyday - that's part of the history, "Back in 1985 legislation wu MFPA.
support services. We have team meet- passed in New Hampshire that not only
Howley said that Concerned
ings in our home. It's an adjustment, prohibited place~ent of foster children Maine Families (CMF) has, "not been a
but they are here in a spirit of coopera- · with gay and lesbian couples, but it pro- problem for us oo this issue." She agreed
tion."
hibited them from being licensed. So, that this policy probably satisfies those
The operative phrase here is, "in some of this was an attempt to not find who would object to gay and lesbian
the best interests of the child." That ourselves in a situation of having this foster parents. She acknowledged that
concept always comes first, but, legislated. That triggered il"
it is gays and lesbians who would obKimberley said, ..your own sanity is 'in
Howley continued, '1t has been ject, but Howley said "I don't know of a
the best interest of the child,' so taking ten years now. We want to review this. situation where we have actually not
care of your own needs is important."
We have decided to wait for our new .made a placement under these circumCassandra said that in addition to commissioner to get on board (Kevin stances."
the support from DHS and other agen- Concannon). He's only been here three
I uked her again if the birth parcies they also have support from their weeks, so he is still new, but what we ent actually had a veto over a placement
families, landlord and neighbors. She would like to do is get a group of folks decision. She said, "Veto is not an acsaid, "Between us we have huge together, after having an opportunity to curate word, but the policy has the same
amounts of family. Kim has two broth- discuss this with the new commissioner, effect. If the birth parent objects to such
ers and three sisters, giving us a total of on behalf of the new administration, and a placement then we would not do it five nephews and two nieces, the oldest basically look at it and say, 'Is thii some- a veto."
of which is 7, and there's two more on thing that should continue to be our
She said that if parental rights
the way. And I have three brothers and policy or practice."' She emphasized, have been terminated DHS would make
. a sister, and we all get together for holi- ''We have no plans to change it or do the placement without regard to the
days and~ family type functions. away with it We plan to di.scu.M it with sexual orientation of the prospective fosOur parents (the child's grandparents) the new Commissioner."
ter parent(s).
_
are supportive as well."
I uked Howley who wrote the
Anyone-interested in getting more
I asked them if they would recom- memo. She said that Peter Walsh was informatioo about fosttt parenting, please
mend foster parenting to others. the Director in 1985 (he is currently . call Kathy Cllonko, Reauitment SpecialKimberley said, "Consider it and make Acting Deputy DHS Commissioner). I ist at MFPA at 1-800-734-39()() or 848sure it's what you want to do. The ap- told her that Walsh claimed not to know 7537 or write to MFPA, Aspen Ridge, 11
plicatioo process is very lengthy, it takes anything about it. She said the memo Liberty Drive, Bangor, ME 04401.
a lot of patience while you 're waiting to
hear, so you do have time to recomider."
She agreed with Kathy Chonko that noSpe~ial ... Stay 2 Nights.
body who is foster parenting is in it for
Third Night is FREE
the money. She said, 'The money is
Private Baths • Centrally Located
pretty minimal, in fact, it costs us money.
Peaceful & Private Setting
The state does not cover all the exCountry Breakfast • Spacious Rooms
penses."
& Suites • Mountain Views
Close to Major Ski Areas
They recommended a book for gay
Outlet Shopping Nearby
men and lesbians who are considering
Gay-owned & operated
foster parenting - "Lesbians and Gay
RR 1 Box 26 Lovell, Maine 04051
Men as Foster Parents".by W. Ricketts,
1-800-413-1080 • (207) 825-1080
1992, USM, Portland, ME. The book
contains case studies, history, court cases
and regulations in different states.

case

The Memo
..When the plan is to place the
child with a _gay or lesbian couple, the
birth parent would be informed of that
(if parental rights have not been terminated) and if the birth parent were to
object, then the placement would not
occur." - Kathy Howley, Deputy Director of the Bureau of Cllild and Family Services.
_
In the proce.u
of writing this story
,,
I was informed of the existence of 1he
foregoing memo. The directive in this
memo is not in the DHS policy manual,
but it bas the force of official policy.
Essentially, the birth parents have
a veto over the placement of their child

Gay/Lesbian Travel
"CALL Us FOR

AL.I..

YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!"

We Can Boole
RSVP Cruises • Atlantis Events • Windjammer Cruises • Ollvla Cruises •
Dude Ranches • Ratting Trips • Alrllne Tickets • Hotel Reservations • Car
Rentals • Cruises • Much More

ADVENTURE TRAVEL, INC.
Two Elsie Way • P.O. Box 6610
Scarborough. ME 04070-661 O

IGIA

lnlernatlonalGayTravelAHoclatlon
Maln•'•On/yM«nHrT,..velA~ncy

(207) 885-5060 • (800) 234-6252
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Northern Maine News Round-Up
governor and seven! church officials
asked for a hold on abortion clinic
protests, anti-choice forces signaled a
Gay-bashing In Plaque Isle loud "no," and have now added a new
clinic to their list of protest sites.
On January 17, Gov. Angus King
PRESQUE ISLE: The choking assault
of a Presque Isle tedmical school student · and several New England Roman Cathobas brought about the latest charges lic bis~. in respome to 1he munlers
of clinic workers in Brookline, Massaunder Maine's bate crimes law.
"Our office will aggressively pur- chusetts, urged a moratorium: on protests
sue any person in the state who targets at health clinics that provide abortion
gay men for violence," Assistant Attor- services. Bishop Joseph J. Gerry said
ney General Stephen Wessler told the the clmcb's position on abortion had not
"Bangor Daily News" after announcing changed. ..... this action is intended to
charges against Robert L. Tozier, 35, of aeate an atmosphere in which there can
Patten. "Acts of hate against minority be an open and frank discussion of alcitizens of this state are illegal and will ternatives to abortion and in which outsimply not be tolerated," Wessler said breaks of violence can be avoided"
The following day, Ed Gerrish,
While on duty as a monitor at the
Northern Maine Technical College in leader of weekly Wednesday anti-aborPresque Isle, where both men are stu- tion protests at the Mabel Wadsworth
dents, the victim, identified by state of- Women's Health Center in Bangor, anficials as "John Doe," was allegedly ver- swered Bishop Geay in both word and
bally attacked, prodded into provoking action at his weekly demonstration.
a fight, then held down on a desk and Otha members of his group were there.
..,be bishop, being a Christian,
choked by Tozier.
knows
about the personbood of the
Tozier knew Doe because Tozier's
people
being
killed here," Gerrish said
roommate was a friend of Doe's. Tozier
bas assaulted bis own roommate three "He [Geuy] should be out here with us."
A month later, on February 23,
months ago after be bad see them toGeuish's
group began protesting outside
gether. This assualt was not reported at
the
Mt.
Hope
Avenue office of another
the time due to fear of retaliation.
physician
in
Bangor.
Gerrish told local
Wessler is asking for a$5,000 penalty for each charge against Doe's civil media that protests at Mabel Wadsworth
rights, as well as an injunction barring would continue.
Tozier from contact with homosexuals,
and banishment from the scbool 's
Bangor dentl\1 who refmes
grounds.
to treat IHV+ people is
'1 was in the military 14 years and
I should have killed him," Tozier alleg- Advkor to Concerned Maine
edly said while in police custody. "How
FamDies
would you like a faggot riding with you BANGOR: It bas been learned that Dr.
in your cruiser?"
Randy Bragdon, D.M.D., the dentist
who refuses to treat IIlV+ people is a
member of the Board of Advisors to
Concerned Maine Families. Dr.
Bragdon has cited fear of clinical
Abortion Update
BANGOR: The day after Maine's new exposure as a reason for his refusal to
Compiled by Malcolm Smilb
Bangor/Orono ana staff reporter

AAAAAA

treat HIV+ patients. However, bis
association with CMF r ~ questions
as to bis real motives.
1be Education Coordinator, Denis
Cranson, of the F.astern Maine AIDS
Network (EMAN), took Bragdon's supporters to task when be wrote, "I agree
with the Myerowitz' (Gail and Zev, authors of a January lZletter to the editor
[BON] supporting the dentist) that we
have much to learn about HIY, much
more than we might if it were not for
individuals continuing to expound upon
and spew forth misinformatioo based on
personal fears and biases." Cramon expressed this opinioo in an OpEd piece .
in the February 8 edition of the "Bangor
Daily News."
Cranson listed the facts about occupational exposure and invited the doctor and the letter's authors to utilize
EMAN's educational services.
.,lbe American Medical Association, American Dental Associatioo and
countl~ other prof~ional organiza-:
lions are at odds,with Dr. Bragdon's
stance on this matter. The Americans
with Disabilities Act protects those living with HIV from discrimination,"
Cranson wrote. He continued, "I posit
that there may be other reasons for the
choice being made not to treat patients
who disclose their status and that these
may unwittingly transcend only concerns for safety."

AAAAAA
BANGOR: Coverage of the latest anti-

gay referendum developments in a
"Bangor Daily News" article helped feed
into the myths of Concerned Maine
Families•
propaganda without
mentioning the group's use of
misleading tactics and outright lies.
"Carolyn Cosby, 43, lives in a
modest house on Portland's outskirts
with her husband, David, a postal
worker, and their friendly Maine coon
cat, Tigger," reporter John Hale wrote
in the opening of the February 25-26
lead story.
His description of the opposition
bought into the 'powerful, well-financed' gay lobby myth which Concerned Maine Families and Cosby continually spout
"From her plush quarters in the
Portland law offices of Berrutein, Shur,
Sawyer and Nelson, Patricia Peard has
been directing the legal attack on Carolyn Cosby's anti-gay rights referendum,"
Hale wrote, introducing the opposition
one-third of the way into the article.
CMF bas said they want a public
dialogue, but officers often refuse interview requests, choosing instead to use
newspaper editorial pieces and other
means in which they cannot be questioned. Hale's interview is one of the
few they have done.
Hale mentioned a concern that
groups would tum to out of state sources,
but did not mention national contributions listed on CMF's PAC reports. He
failed to mention CMF's use of misleading date and outright lies in its brochures.

HEALTH INSURANCE
For the Self-employed at Affordable Rates!*
Call Brad at

201-n3-42s2

National b.cx:iation
for the Self-Employed

Dedicated to helping our community meet it's health care needs!
"Ur.dwwDllliil bJ PIIL Life Iaa. Co.
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Comm•• ltJ of Hope
Portlaad, Mal• e
Worship
4:00 PM Saturdays
156 High St, Portland
(lnmanuel Baptist.Cllurch)
Join us!

For more information:
CoDDDIDity of Hope
Shawn Smith, Interim Pastor
POBox 1671
Portland, ME 04104

A Christian congregation which claims a primary ministry with
gay and lesbian people
and strives to be indusi:ve
of all penons.
,
-
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Up With People invites lesbians,
gays, bi's to host students on tour
Winnie Weir, Managing Editor
· "Good morning, Ms. Weir, my name

if Read Kerr and I'm with Up With
People's ..World In Motion Tour." So beganaconveisation with thepromotioorepresenative of the PortlandAdvance Team.
Preliminary information, including press
releases, arrived at the CPR office about
two weeks before the call, but I was nooetheless surprised to hear from Kea.
Up WdhPeople will bringneady 150
imemali<Qll sbldems from 22 COUDlries to
the Greater Portland area on ¥arch 26 for
a six day stay with two pe.rformance.s at

1be Pmland EXPO on llmsday, March
30 and Friday, March 31 • 7:30 pm. The
~willawe-inLewutoninlateApil.

Kar wa looting for host bomea
for.these young people. I aed if he WM
awn of the lllget MlnMleof CPR. .He

respomed affinnalively clMl indicaed 1hat
the Up Wdh People «ganilaion w~ committed toprovidmgsmdens withabalatr.ed
eitperieo:eoflife,ildudinginteladiom with
'lJIY, lesbian clMl bise.tuaJ famila.
Hosts provide ro only a place to stay,
but abo a penooal perspective of the oommuoityin whichttqrlive. Haltfamiliesprovide a bed, some meah, a i d ~
to a local sluttle pon in the mo:ning and
evening. They J:e(ffle t w o ~
tickets to the Mardi 30 pe.rfonnance of
'W<rld In Motim' am have the (W(Xtllnity to lean abog une0lle fr<m .ancdlel

cwmy or state. Ifyoo would lie more•
formalimabwtboslqanmmmmalsmdem, tidcf.u or bow to become pat of <B
ofthefiveDKq camofUp
call (1.07) 874-lon. ·M

w•~
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Maine Gay/Lesbian Political Alliance holds 10th Annual Awards Banquet
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Clu,r(n W.,,aott tu:ceptd U.e c..no•
D11nc111t Awtll"tl o• 6dtalf of #au ,.,.,,,..,
lf!.n l'!efer. tt;nott, o•nco•e willa 8"ef,
· 1UJ1t0111&ced tJu,t Piefer ....., too dek .Ula
hosto dlte,u/. Piefer did M•cla a. n,
~,,_.4 w• for fw/n'• work .,Ula PAWS.

I(•f'• G~ll61atJ,

Prni4,,at of MLGPA,
Site co•cluetl ,,,
M.,.;,,., MMII, "Nn.- tloabt tW
14;llwN"1f.al, co•ailtetlpoyca c"-6e

•poke al Oa, 'hap.et.

potli!J

fi,.e

,:,Mt lue"'7,it'• O.e o,.,, tJww 11!-

llilll ICme,a, lldi•e ua PFLAG, nemetl 11N
F. E. Pntl"PAwltn.
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To Your Health: The Lesbian Health Care Consumer - Part II
by Peaches Bass

Surveys have demonstrated that
lesbians avoid seeking routine health
care, especially from physicians. Other
surveys, similarly, indicate that health
care providers lack comfort and expertise in treating lesbians. Last month's
column discussed ways to advocate at
the individual and community level, for
improved health care for lesbians.
This month, we'll cover what you
can do as a patient or client to get the
best possible health care service.
Before you even need to see a
health care provider, you should prepare
our medical'history. You can ask a clinic
to give you a blank copy for a guide, or
you can usually find a medical history
form in home health care or family medical guide at the local library or chain
bookstore.
Your medical history includes your
relatives-parents, grandparents, aunts
and m1cles, siblings. What chronic diseases exist in your family? What did
your relatives die from? What injuries
have you had? Any surgery? Olildhood
illnesses, immunizations, allergies, use
of medications, and use of tobacco, alcohol, and drugs are also part of a medical history. Give as much detail as possible. Bring your medical history with
you to your health care provider.
Even as a lesbian, expect your
health care provide.rto ask if you've ever
used birth control, have been pregnant.
etc. A good provider won't a.uume anything. but will uk you open-ended questiom to allow you to provide accurate

answers.
Before your appointment, keep a
If you have a health insurance list of any questiom you want to ask the
policy, read it. You should know what provider. If you're feeling a little anxis covered, what isn't. what your deduct- ious, bring a friend or your partner with
ible is, what your co-pay is, requirements you. It can help to have someone else
for a second opinion or to contact your there who can he)p you remember all the .
insurance company before you receive details, or just hold your hand.
health care. If there's anything about
If you're asked to sign a coment
your policy that you don't understand, fonn, the provider probably won't procall the Consumer Service Department vide the service. Signing acoment form
at your insurance company, your insur- doesn't mean you can't sue, by the way.
ance agent, or your employer's benefits
Release foam are usually required
office.
. before you can have the provider bill
You'll need to show proof of in- your imurance company. 1bese f ~
surance at most health care providers' are very comprehemive and vague and
offices, so remember to bring that with usually allow the insurance company
you. The same goes if you have gov- access to anything in your medical
ernment insurance, ~ike Clwnpus, Med- records. You should know this in cue
icaid, or Medicare.
there's something you dm't want the inIf you don't have insurance, be pre- surance company to learn about you.
pared to pay at the time of your visiL Many health care providers are sympaWhen you call for the appointment. ask thetic; they just want to help you. If you
what the fee will be. If they can't tell tell the provider that you don't want her
you, ask for at least a range or 'ballpark' to put something in the record, she'll
figure. If they fail to tell you what the usually accommodate you as long as it
visit will cost, consider going to another doesn't affect your treatmenL
provider. If you are going to have to set
Release f ~ are also needed beup a payment scbe<mle to pay the bill fore one provider can transfer your
over time, you should let them know records to anotha.
SH CARE, page 22
that. Most.providers will be willing to
make arrangements with you.
When you call for an appointment.
write down any special instructions
you're given. Ask any questiom you
want. What will the visit cost? Where
are you located?- What information
should I bring with me? Can a friend
come with me? Will I be able to drive
myself home?

Simple and Elcganc
Catering for Everyone

Barbara's

Barbara Winthrop
Chef
• Soups, sttWS & sarulwiclrts for picnics
• Carulftfigfit linntrfor two at l,mru
• ¼arty sanlwicl, pfatttrs for tl,t offiu
• Light lips 6tforr your own prrparations
• Just tfustrts (/n,m 7(rutitUJ 's in '.Batfi)
• Jin optn fioust for 6usintss climts
• 'Prr-conctrt 6uffits
• qafltl!J optnings
• 'l(J/itarsaf linnt11
• 'Jilullines

For free mcnu.c. and brochures
call 799-4734
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BUSINESS FEATURE: The Stone Wall Bed & Breakfast
by Winnie Weir
' There were two reasons for us
deciding to name our B & B the Stone
Wall," said Suzi Peterson, one of the
owners of this just-opened-for-business
charmer. 'There's the obvious gay-association, and the fact that we actually
do have lovely stone walls that border
our property."
Cathy Beals, the B & B's other
owner agrees. "After six months, we
discovered an ideal 150 year old farmhouse. While the view of Mt. Washington and the surrounding mountains was
picture-perfect," said Beals, "the house
needed extensive renovations and complete redecorating. All major systems
were upgraded, more bathrooms were
added, and the interior of the house was
completely repainted. Now, six months
later, we fmd ourselves and the Stone
Wall B & B ready for business and excited about our new life in Maine."
The Stone Wall B & B is a beautiful New England farmhouse in Lovell,
Maine centrally located to the "best

Stone Wall B & Bis a ISO year-oldfam,lwuse in historic Lo-,dl, Maine. 11,e place is beauliful

Maine and New Hampshire have to of- Suzi was born in Providence, Rhode lsfer," according to the informative and land where she attended Providence
classy brochure ·these two women have College. She then went on to Simmons
created. The accommodations so far College in Boston and received her
include the Sunrise Suite, the Country MLS. She's been a librarian for the past
Suite, and the Jacuzzi Room. They hope · 19 years, the last five years at Brown
University in Providence. Cathy is a
to double that number next year.
So, how did two women from Massachusetts native and graduate of
Worcester, Massachusetts come to open Lesley College in Gambridge. She has
a B & B in Lovell, Maine. Actually, been an office manager for various small

busin~ in the Worcester area for several years. The B & B sounds like a per-

fect tramition for utilizing her skills. The
two women met through the local "'Women
Outdoors" hilting club in Worcester five
years ago.
. Peteuon vacationed in the Mt Washington valley for the (mt 15 years, clim~
ing all the4000' mountaim aloog the way.
She decided she wanted to live closer to
the m ~ as soon as she could find a
way, and with a history of entertaining hiking/skiing groups at her vacation home in
Bartlett, New Hampshire, the thought of a
B & B wasn't too long in coming. Combined with Beals lov~ of the outdoors and
business management skills (both women
are active in the Cl1iltem MOIDltain aub
and hope to meet more of its Maine members), a vision took shape and hM now
become a reality.
F<I more inf<Imation and to receive
a brochure, write~tone Wall Bed& Breakfast, RR #1, Box 26, Lovell, ME 04051 or
call 207/915-1080, (outside Maine: 1-800414-1080). Suzi Peterson and Cathy
Beals, lnnkeepn, look f<IWard to welcoming you. M

,, Special Election in Sanford for House District 9 - March 28
by Bruce Balboni

Entertainment
Takes A Whole
New Spin.
Live on stage-a cast of
talented performers from
over 20 countries. Two
riveting hours of
electrifying music and
dance. It's high voltage
entertainment.
Grab your ticket

ancl hang on!
March 30 and 31, 1995

7:30PM
The Pordand EXPO

$12Adults
$10 Students & Sr. Citizens
207/874-1070

The gay and lesbian commwlity lost
a supporter in the legislature when Mona
Walker Hale (D) died recently. Norman
Paul (D) js nmning agaimt Robert Carr
(R) for the House seat left vacant by the
deadl of Hale. Hale beat Carr f<I this seat
in the last election. If Carr wins this special election the Democratic majority in
the House will be reduced to one vote.
CPR contacted both candidates to
ascertain their position on the subject of
protection from discrimination for gays
and lesbians. Paul, who served 8 years in
the House, from 1984 to 1992, said he
could not remember how he voted on any
gay rights ~ gislation.
Paul said he was tmable to comment
on LD 246 (the bill that passed last year's
leaii1.Jaturebanning
disaiminationag~;,.~
c,.......,.

CPR obtained a partial history of Mr.
Paul's voting record on gay rights legislation and it is as follows: In 1985 , 1987
and 1991 he voted ''No," and in 1989 he
voted "Yes."

"Some of the nicest people I
know .. . "

sibly make on it. I 'm totally openminded."
Unlike Paul, Ouis awareofCMF's
referen~. Carr said, '1 have not taken
any full position on that (the referendum)
yet I want to see how it's worded." Carr
said that when the gay rights bill came
before him during his one term in the
House he "took the position opposite to
what the gay and lesbian society wanted
me to take." He continued, "I am in favor
of equal rights for eveiybody, but I am
not in favor of gJ3llting any special rights
or special intaest to the gay/lesbian society, only those that have protection under
the civil rights law right now - the minorities, female and handicapped, under
the affirmative action plans as they are now ·
ordained. I did not favor adding gays and
lesbians to the civil rights statutes."
· Carr said he has no official association with CMF and he does have gay and
lesbian frienm. He said that gay rights,
CMF, the refeLendum etc. have not been a
point of disalssioo with these men&. The
election is March 2.8. M

CPR asked Paul if he knew any gay
and/or lesbian people. Paul replied, "Yes,
I do. 'They're some of the nicest people I
know, gay and lesbian. But that doesn't
shut the door, as far as I'm concerned,
they're human beings."
He claimed to be unaware of Co~
amedMaineFamiliesand theanti-human
rights referendum they are sponsoring that
may be on the ballot in November, 1995.
Paul added, "I have my own feelings on the matter, but we 've got to be
careful about discrimination. In trying to
eliminate some of this discrimination we
don't want to disaiminate in doing so."
Asked if he w a s ~ to the idea of
civil rights protection for homosexuals
Paul said, "No, I'm not, I'm not until I sit
down and see what I have before me and
then I'll make the bestjudgment I can posr;;:::7, - - - - , - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

gays and lesbians in housing, aedit, employment and public accommodations)
becausehehadn'treadit I reminded Paul
that gay rights legislation hM been intr~
duced in the legislature every year for the
past 17 years and he said, '1 don't remember . . . I don't recall if it came up before
me ornot." Paulsaidhehadalotof catching up to do and, he added, '1'm not prepared to make a lot of statements on some
issues because I don't know what's pendAUGUSTA: TbeGreen.Partyhasdeaded
ing."
to/oppose the referendum fouted oo the
State of Maine by the readiooary group
~lied , Concerned Maine Families,
acoording to a'M.arch 6 press release. On
Samrday, Fehualy 18 the GJ:erm State
cound l unanimously voiced their
q,positioo tottieprq,osedrefeieodum that
would limit civil rights -and revoke
Portland's Human Rig1u Ocdinance.
The Greem further set up a.committee to coordinate with Maine'Won't Discriminate, an prganizati~ created to oppose this attack oo civilrigtu. Tom Stama
was asked to chair this committee f<"f the
Greem. Mr. Stama said, "Carolyn Cmby
and Concemed Maine Families couldn't
get their way wh';l1 they tried to repeal the ·
0

Human Rig1u Ordinance in Portland, so
now, they are trying to trick the people of
Maine to repeal it for them. The
refemdllll'S language i.,confusing nf its
implications are not readily apparent"
The key to mm:standing this~
posed referendum i., when you realize that
any group not mtedis cancelled .. ." from
any provision of State <I local Jaw, rule,
regulation, ordinanre, charter provisioo or
policy .. ."
Mr. Stamafurther commmted, "Ibis
referenwm named for protection those
with physical or merlal disability, but left
out me.dical status. h Cooc:uned Maine
Families excluding those with HIV, as
found in presem state Jaw?'' M
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Outreach is the key - Maine Won't.Discriminate has a new campaign manager
by Bruce Balboni

"i thlnk it's important to be as
inclusive as posslbk. ,We need to do a
lot of outreach beyond 1M gay community. I/there isfigl,tu,g withln tJie gay
and lesbian community we're in
troubk. In ~,ms ofstraugk deeislons,
I don't expect everyone to be happy all
the time, but I can't spend my tune worrying about divisions within the gay
community. I have to go beyond thaL"
-Amy Prikhard
Maine Won't Discriminate has
hired a campaign manager. Amy
Pritchard is from Boston. She is 28 and
graduated from American University in
Washington, D.C. where she maintairu
an apartment She spends most of her
time working in political campaigns
around the country. She managed the
successful campaign for Lynn Rivers'
(D) Congressional race in Michigan.
Rivers was on~ of only 13 new Democrats elected last year.
Pritchard has worked as an organizer, on a consulting basis, for the
American Psychological Association out
on the west coast She taught psychologists how to do lobbying and gra.18 roots
organizing. This work was a very specific project in response to proposed reform legislation on national health care.
She worked to build coalitions on behalf of APA with labor and business
groups, and she worked with a number
of different coalitions for the National
Health Care Reform Project
~he is not a lesbian. Since the '94
election she did press for a Pearl Jam
concert which raised money for voters
for Choice. She has not worked on any
other lesbian and gay rights referendum
campaigns specifically. Her experience
in gay and lesbian issues stems from the
political races in which that 's been an
issue, as it was in the Rivers campaign.
Rivers' chief of staff is a lesbian whose
partner also works for Rivers.
CPR interviewed Ms. Pritchard
recently and the following Q and A ensued:
Q: What is your role?
A: I've only been here a week so
I've been running around meeting
people and doing a lot of listening. A
lot of wodc has already been done, and
I'm reading up on EPP's work and I'm
trying to put together a structure. Great
work has been done already, some
money has been raised, but there is no
formal structure to this campaign which
I hope to bring right away.
Q: Are you going to be focussed
on media?
A: Certainly focussed on media
but initially I will be focussed on raising the money necessary to defeat this
referendum. It's going to be an expensive campaign.
Q: Will you be involved in all aspects of the campaign?
A:: Absolutely. I'll be putting together a strong field program down the
line. I'll be trying to do as much outreach, outside the gay community, as
possible.
Q: What is the current structure
of Maine Won't Disaiminate (MWD)?
A: 1bere's a board At this point

AmJ Pritchard on the job for MWD.

it's an interim board. It is made up of
10 people from around the state who
were responsible for bringing me on and
picking our pollster, Celinda Laite. She
has tremendous experience polling on
this issue and soon we'll be choosing a
media consul~t.
Q: You know that out-of-state involvement is controversial. How do you
answer the charges made by Concerned
Maine Families (CMF) that MWD's effort is not "made in Maine?"
A: Concerned Maine Families has
a lot of help from out-of-state. MWD is
only res~nding to what they're doing.
But certainly, most of the people involved in this campaign are and will be
from Maine.
Q: Do you accept the implication
that there is something wrong with using out-of-state help?
A: No. I think it's important to
draw upon the experiences of other campaigns, both from their successes and
their failme.s. We need to make sure we
learn how to do this right.
Q: Are you able to forecast the
most difficult element of the task ahead
of you?
A: Educating voters and raising
the money necessary to educate them.
Q: What do you consider to be the
most heinous element of CMF's campaign?
A: Bigotry and the fact that they 're
promoting discrimination. But we will
set our own agenda. This will be a proactive campaign.
Q: Do you have any comment on
factionalism in the gay and lesbian side
of this fight?
A: I think it's important to be as
inclusive as possible. We need to do a
lot of outreach beyond the gay community. If there is fighting within the gay
and lesbian co~unity we're in trouble.
In terms of strategic decisions, I don't
expect everyone to be happy all the time,
but I can't spend my time worrying
about divisions within the gay community. I have to go beyond that.
Q: Have you encountered any divisiveness so far?
A: No.
Q: What is your message to the
lesbian and gay community?
A: We need your help, we need
yourr support, we need your energy because it's going to be a long eight
months. We need your fmancial support
and we need their time. I want to actively discourage any kind of infighting
because that's counterproductive. 1be
important thing is to defeat this referen-

dum. I'm not prepared to comment now
as to what the specific methods or strategies will be.
Q: Do you predict victory?
A: Yes. It's going to be long and
hard and it 1w the potential to get ugly
but I think we can win. I don't think
people want disaiminalion.
Q: What do you see as CMF's biggest flaw?
A: The language they use in the
refermdum is deliberately ambiguous.
I think they made a couple of strategic
mistakes in terms of the language by

excluding other groups, which is one of
the ways we will be able to build a coalition. This is not just discrimination
against gays and lesbians but it has the
potential to discriminate against
worker's comp victims, whisUe blowers,
veterans. There are any number of
groups that are not defined within the
language of that referendum who have
the potential to be discriminated against
in the future. I don't think that w~ their
intent They clearly want to prevent gays
and lesbians from having the same protections that everyone has. M

New running club in Portland area
PORTI.,AND: Maine Frontrunners is a
new chapter of the worldwide federation
of gay and lesbian running clubs,
International Frontrunners. Sharing a
desire to promote athleticism and
camaraderie within the local lesbian and
gay community, some of the Team
Maine participants at the Gay Games in
New York City resolved to start up a
running club.
Some of the participants were in
the gay and lesbian bicycling club, Outriders, which met for a while in the early
1990's on Thursday nights in P"rtland.

Some participants have run with New
York, Boston and Seattle Frontrunners.
From these experience& and with advice
from International Frontrunners, we
hope to create a viable running club, offering regular runs that will be worthwhile to rumers of varying speeds. Join
us on Saturday mornings, at 9:00 am at
the start of Back Cove Walkway (corner of Baxter Boulevard and Preble
Street Extension in Portland), begiming
April 1, 1995. For more information,
call Jim at 761-2059 or John at 8284896. M
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~------------------·------------------Our Customers Comment on the Food:
• Your food is super - always have a good meal here!!
• Excellent flavor all around, good texture & visually appealing.
• Your cbocolale pudding cake is very imaginative and successful.
• Never run out of strawbeny shortcake!
• Enjoyed the variety - had a hard time choosing. I'll
have to come back!
• The best food we've bad in ages. Savored everything.
We even ate the beets.
• I like the way you ~ n your food. The belbs make the food so tasty.
• Excellent! Huge portions!
• Our family always insists on coming here and here only when visiting
my brother and me.
• A 3/4 bottle of wine was a wonderful option!
• The bluefish and scallops were better than excellent!
• The half-sized portiom are an excellent idea.
• The martinis were presented in grand fashion!
• Soup: Can you order by the vat? Supelb!
.
• Roast pork dinner (Blue Plate) was unbdievable. Don't tell my Mom,
but it was even better than hers!
• Everything was great! Excellent Caesar Salad!
• I love your crabcakes! Any chance I could get the recipe?
• Enjoyed biscuits; novel veggie mix (beets, ~ash and parsnip very good.)
1
• The chocolale mountain was very, very, very, very good.
• Fish chowda super - always a good meal here!
• Oyster appetizer vezy imaginative and successful!
• The raspbeny peach cobbler was wonderful!
• Nice to have vegtarian selectiom and good service.
• Not too creamy in the sauces - just right!
• I bad the loodon broil and my blsband bad the crabcakes. Delishl
• Excellent! Hugh portiom - can't wait to come back

1---·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·-------------·-·-·-~
l 201n14-t 740 • SPRING AND mGH STREETS i
l :11~·-5:~1?:~ ~~ ~ ~~- ~ ~~- ~:~!I:~~~)
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Spring is in
the air -- thank
the universe ! While it hasn't been a particularly bad winter, this first half of
March seems to have made up for it. I
long to see the swi for more than just a
few fleeting minutes. The only sounds
of spring I hear are the seagulls beginning to build their nests outside my office window. If you've called me during the spring you know what a chorus
they are. Never mind, if it means spring,
I'll take the racket they make.
Another sign of spring looming on
the horizon is the increase in activities
and events being offered to lure some
of us out of our winter hibernation phase.
The "Spring for Life" Art Auction is just
around the comer (minus the stray bliz. zard that will never be forgotten, we
hope!). The Spring concert of the Maine
Gay Men's Chorus, the Daedalus Project
for the benefit of AIDS Action in the

Trans Forum
by Daralyn S. Maxwell
I like to check out the chicks, to
use the vernacular of my youth. To my
staff I seem to be just another horny
member of the service industry. I have,
however, a vastly different agenda.
In my line of work I am exposed
to a vast cross-section of the female
population. Through this, I am able to
see exactly how women dress, make-up,
carry themselves and deal in a relatively
alien situation. All the while appearing
- enviously lecherous to my cohorts.
We all aspire to achieve that certain look that, if we can't exactly pass,
at least allows us to kid ourselves for a

Waterville area, the AIDS Walk, Save
Deering <>aks clean-up day, and Symposium XXI are just a few of the events
being offered
Of course, plans for Pride Day and
weekend celebrations are in full swing
around die state. What a great celebration of PRIDE we are going to have this
year. As a community of lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgendered people, this
has been a difficult time for us and it's
not over yet. But in the midst of the
struggles we go through, I would urge
us all to take time to smell the spring
flowers, to romp and play, to savor the
fullness of what life has to offer besides
the battles. As Brian Kaufman points
out in his Guest Editorial, there have
been the depressing events, the continuous struggles to live our lives on an equal
basis with those who would deny us
equality, but there have also been the
gains, the glimmer of hope, the joy of
being.
There are those in our community
who are working very hard on our be- half in direct action positions. Let's
thank them and offer our help to lighten
their load. Then let's go for a run or a
walk or a drive. Or have a candlelight

dinner with the special someone we
sometimes take for granted. I guess what
I'm trying to say here is let us not forget
to savor the very tiring we are struggling
to protect, namely our right to be who
we are in joy and harmony. Ahh, I can
smell those flowers now and, oh is that
the sound of a child's laughter. Yes, I
think my inner child just got the message. Who said editorials were for the
masses!?
In celebration ....

Hey, were hooked up to the Information super highway now. Bruce is on
Compuserve:
76275. l372@compuserve.com and I
am at CPRPRIDE@AOL.COM - so you
can send articles, letters, comments, etc.
whenever you wish.

few hours that we really are what we
strive for. To the dedicated crossdresser, the illusion (form) needs to be
fairly precise or else you merely have a
masquerading male. To the transsexual,
the need to exist (substance) becomes
vital to the goal of passing through that
final portal to femaleness.
In either case, not having all of
your facts straight severely limits the
ability to succeed. Equally important in
this effort, we as transgenderists, cannot get bogged down by trivial details
and must focus on the big picture. If I
spend all of my time assuming that your
basic genetic female~ applies her
lipstick just so, ~ chooses the wrong
shadow color, and has the perfect outfit

·-------------------------·
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I Toe Community Pride Reporter I
I is printed on recycled paper using I
I soy-b~ed inks. This practice I
I reflects our commitment to I
I responsible use of our earth's I
I resources. Using recycled paper I
I sometimes results in the paper I
I having a toned down or grayish I
I tinge. However, we feel this is a I
I small price to pay as Community I
I Pride Reporter does its part to I
I "Color ME Green."
I
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Subscription Form

Please enter my one yearsubscription to Community Pride Reporter.
I will receive 12 issues, delivered in a plain envelope.
The cost for a one year subscription is $25 (more if you can, less if
you can't.) Please make checks payable to CPR and mail to 142 High
Street, Suite #634, Portland, ME 04101.
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NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I
ADD~S: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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I
PHONE:--------------- I
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for any occasion, then I C£>mpletely miss
the core issue.
·
A woman is a woman, good, bad
or indifferent. She may stroll gracefully
or stump like an also-ran at Saratoga.
Every huinan being on the planet may
or may not have their own endearing
qualities, but they are divided only by
male or female. What happens after that
is fate ( or kismet, in my house).
My-search for balance and fulfillment does not hinge on imitation which,
while flattering, is not real. My femininity is an extension of my human traits
and will be dealt with accordingly. The
only thing that I can truly aspire to is to
be the same unique female human that I
was as a male human. So while we ponder the future of our mental illusions,
let's have some fun. I have waited way
too long and travelled way to far to take
myself so seriously that my human cannot handle either male or female me.
Besides, so I don't exactly glide
across the floor. I don't believe that Fred
Astaire or Gene Kelly are waiting
breathlessly for me anyway.
M
(Editor's Note: Welcome to
TRANS FORUM, a new column joining the CPR family. This column will
feature articles written by people selfidentified as transsexuals, cross-dressers, transgendered, etc. in an effort to
give voice to the entire range of our
many ways of being human beings. We
encourage submissions of 500 to 600
words and welcome photos.)
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by Brian Kaufman

By the time this goes to press, supporters of civil rights will still be coping
with the recent decision to temporarily
abandon legislative efforts which would
have added sexual minorities to those
classes protected from discrimination under Maine's human righlts laws. A3 anyone could have predicte<l~ Carolyn Cosby
·is claiming this news as yet another victory in the battle to preserve bigotry in our
state.
Coming so closely on the heels of
the troubling rise to power of the
RepubliKK.Kan party in last November's
election, many in our community are reeling from the emotional deflation that
comes from repeated disappointment.
Does anyone remember how confident we
all were after the Pentagon spent $27 million to study the impact of having gays and
lesbians in the armed fo[ces, concluding
that there is no rational rt~on to exclude
us? What about the elatiC111 we felt during
the 1992 presidential campaign? Do you
remember that heady feeling so many of
us had while being courted by Billary, who
assured us that one of his first presidential
missiom would be to end the ban on gays
in the military?
Indeed, many of us believed that our
arduous wodc had finally paid off right at
home in Maine two years ago, only to have
our civil rights victory annulled by the
hateful pen of former governor McKeman.
So it isn't surprising now when members
of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered family and our frieJ11ds who love us
wonder what has become,of decency and
fairness in this last decade of what has c.ertainly hem the most literale, educated, and
democratic millennium.
Are fairness and dlecency simply
obsolete? Of course they ,ilren't! Many of
us, blinded by disappoinltment and fearing the anti-gay referendum in November
are inae.asingly willing to believe that we
justdon'thaveachance. We wonder, who
will advocate for us after we've spent our
energy and money fending:off radical conservatives like Carolyn, Jesse, and Newt?
It even makes us wonder iif the contagion
of homophobia has spread to the brink of
hysteria, as our community becomes the
last which can be legally scapegoated
whenever needed to raise. money for the
radical right
With increasing freciuency we hear
references to the similarity between 1995
America and 1935 Gen:ruany. 'Though I
am hardly comfortable with the rurrent
political climate, the eternal optimist deep
within me sees some fantahulous signs of
hope and strength for our future.
Several bright spots are glowing on
the horizon. Our community has become
stronger and more politicallly involved than
ever before as we rise to 1the referendum
challenge. After years of endless efforts
to get Mainen interested and involved in
pcwing pro-gay legislation, it is apparent
that an old advertising adage is true.
People will act to defend themselves
agaimtaclear danger far morere.adily than
they would act simply to prevent the danger in the first place. The~ represented
by pro-active legislation is just unable to
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match the excitement that has been generated by the fear of having our rights attacked outright by the referendum process.

Okay, so we're twman. And as much as I
personally wish that people would have
felt compelled to be actively involved in
pro-active legislative reforms, I am incr~
ibly grateful for this evil referendum that
has so mobilized our community.
1be fact that there are now more than
a dozen chapters of Maine Won't Discriminate shows that we truly are everywhere,
and the consci~ raised throughout
our state will continue to promote understanding, tolerance, and perhaps even dignity for sexual minorities. Another bright

spot glowing on the horizon is coming
from an unlikely source: membecl of Generation X. Yes, I ~ Newsweek and know
that Generation X'ers e ~ to be
detached and uninvolved with issues of
s ~ . but young people in Maine are
looking homophobia in the face and declaring that enough is enough!
Certainly, today's young people are
more sophisticated about sexuality than
ever before. While macho teens in Teitas
continue to hm1t gay men for sport, some
teem in Maine are showing their disinterest in maintaining dangerous provincial
attitudes. Maybe with so many other real
issues to deal with, they don't have the
energy to invest in pretending that they are
repulsed by homosexuality when in fact
they are simply fascinated by it! In May, I
will be bringing program on homophobia to an assembly al Kents Hill School.
Imagine my surprise when I learned that I
was being contracted for by a student and
not a guidance coumelor! 1bis young
woman started a group there called
S.H.A.P.E. (Students Helping Achieve
Personal F.quality) becau$e she and others
felt they wanted to do whatever p<>Mible
to increase dialogue and Wlderstanding in
matters of racism and other forms of prejudice.
Every day, more bright spots are
shimmering aaoss Maine as gay men, lesbians, transgendered, and our supporters
become involved! I can remember when
moo~ would lapse between reports that
so-and-so had just come out or had attended their first support group meeting.
Is it my jmagination, or bas the comingout rate taken off with exponential force?
And am I mistaken, or are people having
an easier time coming out? It's been a long
time since I've heard about yOW1g people
being thrown out on the street or losing
their best friends afte.r anDOWlcing their
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sexual identities. I've listened to such a
suCCC'ISion of coming out stories of late,
and each one bas ended on a warm and
wonderful note. I think this tells us that
the years of lobbying for a civil rights bill
•are• making a difference in the quality
of life for those in our community.
Homophobia is a curable cwiease.
V1Sibility is the antidote. You are the: wre.
Alright. We can look in the newspal[)er or
tum on the tube and learn about countless
attacks on our community. It's depressing. But, on the brighter side, al lea~ we
are fighting. And when we are fig:hting
we are visible. This is important. Tbis is
a big change, a momentow difference between this era of gay civil right struggles
and those that have gone before us. We
are malting up for lost time. For the years
when our opponents ~d that we didn't
exist (not in their backyards), or th.ill we
existed but were mentally ill, or that there
just weren't enough ofus (whether 2% or
10%) to justify amending state andl federal legislation to give us equal protection.
Lookat what's~ becallse we
have been sustaining the fight! Now, instead of claiming that we don't exislt, our
~ claim there are so many of us
scattered about that they must take great
measures to ferret us out 'They are raising
money to enact legislation to make sure
that we are not in the schools, or bt:~d
the pulpits, or in the house next door. 'Ibey
see us everywhere, and they want us 1to oil
our hinges and quietly slip back mt(> our
closets. Yes, it was disappointing when
Olclallloma's RepubliK.KKan Congressman Steve Largent told a group oflesbigay
activists that he did not support civil rights
legislation. On the other hand, it was a
milestone, being the first-ever meeting
between an Oklahoma congressmalll and
gay rights advocates.
Yes, it is frustrating tbat·consc::rvatives who lament the decay of the family
refuse to endorse sam~sex marriages. 1be
good news is that it is being discussc~ in
South Dakota.Alaska, and Utah. The: disconcerting news that many gay men who
feel hopeless and worthless are reverting
to unsafe sex is countered with a campaign
in Seattle, where television viewers are
seeing am promoting "gay pride" a~ an
effective weapon in the war onAIDS. The
hateful and divisive venom spewed by the
likes of Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and
Donald Wildmon is powerful, but now
people are learning the truth from the, gay
ghostwriter who has done the right tlhing
by taking a pro-gay activist's stanc·e in
denouncing his own work as a campaign
of hate that promotes violence.
It is frustrating that gays and lt:.sbians will not be permitted to march in
Boston's St PatrickDayparade,°brtheartening that the cloak of righteousness: bas
been ripped away. In previous years., the
parade was promoted as a religious event,
supposedly justifying the ban on ho,mosexual participation. 1bis year, orgalllizers adually confessed to their ugly purpose by registering not as a religious e·vent
oot as an anti-gay protest.
Closer~to home, while some ltligh
school students continue to consider suicide to be a more desirable fate thalll the

taunting of their peers, the students at
Kent Hill are taking leadership and doing their part to end semel~ hatred.
Let us learn from our yo1Dlg. Be part
of the cure. Inject yourself into your
community. H you are closeted there
are all kin& of thin~ that can be done
to help those of us who are not. If you
are not closeted, remember that you are
a vital resource capable of ridding our

culture of a homble disease.
Speak out, stand up, and fight
back agaimt the oppression of smallminded homophobia! M
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Wednesday, March 15th:

Monday, March 20th;

AA 6:30-8:00 PM - Maine Won't
Discriminate/Capitol Area Chapter,
Maple Hill Farm Bed & Breakfast,
Hallowell. Call the B & Bat 207/6222708 for directions.
M 7:00-9:00 PM - Northern Lambda
Nord Open House and Drop-In. GayLesbian11Community Services Center,
398 So. Main St., Caribou. FMI, 207498-2088.
•A 7:30-9:00 PM - Safe Space Women's
Center of Maine, 67 Maine St.,
Topsham. Fund raising meeting. FMI,
201n25-7632.

AA 6:30-8:30 PM - The Rainbow
Business & Profes.'iional Network meets
at a Portland location. FMI, 775-0015 or
879-1342. Dreamers & visionaries
welcome!
•A 7:00-9:00 PM - Safe Space Women's
Center of Maine; 67 Maine St, Topsham.
Support Group meeting every other
Monday. Focus is on healing, recovery
and self-esteem. Newcomers are always
welcome. FMI, 207n25-7632.

Thursday, March 16th;
M 7:30-9:30 PM- Safe Space Women's
Center of Maine, 67 Maine St.,
To~ham. Meditatioo Group for women
& men. FMI, 207n25-7632.
M 8:00 PM - Live music at Citi, 137
Kennebec St., Portland. Featuring
women performers Kate Schrock with
Ginger Cote on drums and Ross on bass.
Driving acoustic. Tickets $3. FML 7742242.

Friday. March 17th;
•A3:00 PM - St. Patrick's Day Parade
in the West F.nd, Portland. Sponsored
by Shoe String Theatre. Calling all
lesbian, gay, bi and trans. Irish people.
Meet at the Good Day Market by 2:45
the latest for a fun parade.
M 7:00 PM - Women's Night at the
Gay-Lesbian Community Services
Center, 398 So. Main St, Caribou. FMI,
call 207/498-2088.
AA 7:30 PM - Building Inclusive
Community presents "Places in the
Heart: No Room for Shame" Parenting
our gay and lesbian children in the 90's
presented by Andy Valley PFLAG. UU
Church, Pleasant St., Auburn. Free
admission.
M 7:00-9:30 PM- Safe Space Women's
Center of Maine, 67 Main St., Topsham.
Drop in time. Informal and casual. A
time to meet new friends, share thoughts
& ideas or kick back and relax. FMI,
201n25-1632.

Tuesday, March 21st;
•A 2:30-3:30 PM - Safe Space Women's
Center of Maine, 67 Maine St, To~am.
Teen parenting group sponsored by
CHANS. All teen parents and their
children are welcome to come and talk
with other teens and facilitator. FMI,
201n25-1632.
M7:00-9:00PM-TheGathering, USM
Campus Center, Portland, Rm. B & C . .
Topic: "Queer Aging" Bobbi Kepal
discusses ideas and strategies addressing
the complexities of being gay and
growing older. FMI, Faith Worthley,
201m4-4919.
M 7:30-8:30 PM- Gay and Lesbian AA
meeting at Gay-Lesbian Community
Services Center, 398 So. Main St.,
Caribou. FMI, call 207/498-2088.

Wednesday, March 22nd;
M6:1S-8:30 PM - Discussion Series at

•A 8:00 PM - The Maine Gay Men's
Chorus presents MGMC on Stage.
Catherine McCauley" H.S. Auditorium,
631 Stevens Ave., Portland. $10
advance, $12 door.

Saturday, March 25th;
•A 8:00 PM - The Maine Gay Men's
Chorus pre~ents MGMC on Stage.
Catherine McCauley H.S. Auditorium,
6'.h Stevens Ave., Portland. $10
advance, $12 door.

Sunday, March 26th;
M 7:00 PM - An evening of women's
music presented by MLGPA and Maine
Won't Discriminate. Sisters, 45
Danforth St., Portland. Lynn Deeves,
Val Bennett, Erika Gilbert are special
guests for this "fun"draiser.

Monday. March 27th;
•A 7:00-9:00 PM-.Safe Space Women's
Center of Maine, 67 Main St., Topsham.
Book Group meets. Reading and
discussing "Women Who Run With
Wolves." FMI, 207n25-7632.
•A 7:00-8:30 PM - Maine Won't
Discriminate/Portland Chapter general
meeting. Meets at St. Luke's Episcopal
Cathedral, State St. across from Mercy
Hospital. Parking in lot behind church
on Deering. Newcomers meeting is at
6:30 PM. Get involved!
M7:30-8:30PM-Gay andLesbianAA
meeting at Gay-Lesbian Community
Services Center, 398 So. Main St.,
Caribou. FMI, call 207/498-2088.

Dustin Ladale. Rhythm & blues.
Tickets $3. FMI, 774-2242.

Friday, March 31st;
M 7:00-9:30 PM - Safe Space Women's
Center of Maine, 67 Main St., Topsham.
Drop in time. Informal and casual. A
time to meet new friends, share thoughts
& ideas or kick back and relax. FMI,
201n25-1632.
•A 7:30 _PM - Up With People presents
"World In Motidn" at The Portland
EXPO. Tickets $12 adults, $10 Students
& Sr. Citizens.

Saturday, April 1st;
Deadline for ·cPR ads, clas.1ifleds
and calendar 1istinp for the AprilMay edition.

Saturday, April 1st;
M 8:00 PM - April Fool's Day Video
Dance sponsored by Northern Lamhda
Nord at private home in Van Buren.
FMI, 207/498-2088.

Sunday. April 2nd;
•L\ 4:00 PM - The Maine Gay Men's
Chorus Benefit Concert for Eastern
Maine AIDS Network (EMAN), Center
for Performing Arts, UMO Campus.
FMI, 945-5446.
•A 4:00-6:00 PM - Maine Won't
Discriminate/Bangor Chapter. Meets at
the Peace and Justice Center, 359 Main
St., Bangor. FMI, call Jim Martin at 9903420.

Women's Center in Belfast, 9A Main S\ ,
2nd floor. Topic: Dancing with
Persephone: Waking the Earth and Tuesday. March 28th;
Welcoming the Sun. Reclaiming the · •A2:30-3:30PM-SafeSpace Women's Tuesday. April 4th;
story of Persephone and her mother, Center of Maine, 67 Maine St., M 7:00-9:00 PM - The Gathering,
USM-Portland, Luther Bonney, Rm.326
Demeter. FMI, 338-1429.
Topsham. Teen parenting group
Topic:
Gay Resources on the Internet.
M 7:00-9:00 PM - Northern Lambda sponsored by CHANS. All teen parents
Paula
Stockholm,
presenter. FMI, Faith
Nord Open House and Drop-In. Gay- and their children are welcome to come
Lesbian Community Services Center, and talk with other teens and facilitaior. Worthley,207n74-4919.
_M7:30-8:30PM-Gay andLesbianAA
398 So. Main St., Caribou. FMI, 207- FMI, 207n25-7632.
meeting at Gay-Lesbian Community
498-2088.
M 7:00-9:00 PM - The Gathering,
Servi~es
Center, 398 So. Main St.,
Thursday, March 23rd:
USM Campus Center, Portland, Rm. B
Caribou·.
FMI,
call 207/498-2088.
AA 7 :30-9:00 PM - The Matlovich & C. Topic: "Devaluation of the Male
Society, Lisa Keen, Senior Editor of The White Privilege as a Gay Man: How do Wednesday, April 5th;
Washington Blade analyses "The you fight the patriarchy?" Richard B. M 7:00-9:00 PM - Northern Lambda
National Political Scene: What's Freed, presenter. FMI, Faith Worthley, Nord Open House and Drop-In. GayLesbian Community Services Center,
Happening and What it Means to our 201m4-4919.
398 So. Main St., Caribou. FMI, 207Community." If you missed her at last Wednesday. March 29th;
Saturday, March 18th;
498-2088.
M6:00 PM- Northern LambdaNord's year's MLGPA Banquet, you'll not want AA 6:30-8:00 PM - Maine Won't
Thursday, April 6th:
1st Day of Spring BBQ & St. Patrick's to make that mistake again! Holiday Inn Discriminate/Capitol Area Chapter,
M 8:00 PM - Live music at Citi, 137
Day Dance at a private home in New By-the-Bay, 88 Spring St., Portland. Maple Hill Farm Bed & Breakfast,
Kennebec St., Portland. Featuring
Sweden. BYO food for the grill, cold Accessible to the mobility-impaired; free Hallowell. Call the B & B at 207 /622women performers. Darien Brahms with
dish to share & beverage. FML 207/498- hotel parking.
2708 for directions.
her
band. Rock. Tickets $3. FMI, 774M7:30-9:30 PM-Safe Space Women's M 7:00-9:00 PM - Northern Lambda
2088.
2242.
•A 8:00 PM - Wild Iris Productions Center of Maine, 67 Maine St, Topsham. Nord Open House and Drop-In. GayFriday, April 7th:
presents ANN REED in concert. First Meditation Group for women & men. Lesbian Community Services Center,
MS:00-11:00
PM- Northern Lambda
Parish Cj1urch, 425 Congress St., FMI, 207n25-7632.
398 So. Main St., Caribou. FMI, 207NordOpenHouseandFilm Night "The
Portland. $13.50 advance, $15 day of M 8:00 PM - Live music at Citi, 137 498-2088.
Color
Purple" at the Gay-Lesbian
Kennebec St., Portland. Featuring Thursday, March 30th;
show.
Community
Services Center, 398 So.
•A 8:00 PM - 9th Annual Spring for women performers, Lynne Deeves w/ M 7:30-9:30 PM- Safe Space Women's
Main
St.,
Caribou.
FMI, 207498-2088.
Lite Art Auction to benefit The AIDS Victor Leclerc. Long time musical Center of Maine, 67 Maine St.,
Project. Holiday Inn by The Bay, 88 partners on N .E rock scene. Tickets $3. To~ham. Meditation Group for women Sunday, April 9th;
M 3:00 PM - Northern Lambda Nord
Spring St., Portland. Admission $10. FMI, n4-2242.
& men. FMI, 207n25-7632.
monthly meeting at the Gay-Lesbian
Open preview Friday eJening, 6:00-8:00 Friday, March 24th;
•A 7:30 PM - Up With People presents
Community
Services Center, 398 So.
M 7:00-9:30 PM - Safe Space Women's "World In Motion" at The Portland
pm and Saturday, 9:00 am to 4:30 pm
Center of Maine, 67 Main St., Topsham. EXPO. Tickets $12 adults, $10 Students Main St, Caribou. FMI, 207 /498-2088.
Sunday, March 19th;
Tuesday, April 11th;
•A 4:00-6:00 PM - Maine Won't Drop in time. Informal and casual. A & Sr. Citizens.
. Discriminate/Ellsworth Chapter. Meets time to meet new friends, share thoughts M 8:00 PM "l' Live music at Citi, 137 M 7:00-9:00 PM - The Gathering,
at the UU Church on Bucksport Road. & ideas or kick back and relax. FMI, Kennebec St., Portland. Featuring USM Campus Center, Portland, Rm. B
& C. Topic: S/M: Dispelling the
FMI, call Peter Rees, 667-2358 or Ruth 201n25-7632.
women performers, Val Bennet with
Misconceptions. Tracey Woods,
Blackbum, 276-0503.

Moderator. FMI, Faith Worthley, 207 /
774-4919.
M 7!00-8:30 PM - The Lesbian Health
Project of Southern Maine presents
"Protecting Ourselves:· Health Care
Power of Attorney." Lise Wagner,
Attorney at Law, presenter. USM
Campus Center, Room A, Portland. Fee:
$10 individuals, $15 couples. To register
or FMI, call 207n72-2699.
M 7:30-8:30 PM - Gay and Lesbian AA
meeting at Gay-Lesbian Community
Services Center, 398 So. Main St.,
Caribou. FMI, call 207/498-2088.
•~ 7:00-9:00 PM -Portland Chapter of
PFLAG, Woodfords Congregational
Church. We are parents, friends and
relatives of lesbians, bisexuals, gay men
and transgendered persons committed to
keeping families together by helping
other parents learn what we have learned
and being a support to one another. FMI,
call Rita at 766-5158 or Sueat774-3441.

Classified Advertising
FOR RENT
M Open, spacious office. Good for
group; individual and family therapy.
Also conducive to other types of
meetings. This sixth floor office
overlooks Portland, the Lakes Region.
and Mt. Washington. Located on
Congress St. above State Theater. $10
per hour. Call Bill Barter for tour, keys
and schemling. 773-0205. M
.
M On the cusp or Munjoy IDII and
the Old Port, sunny, 2 bedroom
apartment with ·double living room.
$600 a month plus utilities. Call 8797684. M
M Augmta area: Male couple seeks
roommate to share sunny, spacious, fun
home. Easy interstate access to Portland,
Brunswick, Freeport, UA; convenient to
WestemiCentral Maine. CA1V, W/0,
OW, -off-street parking, large yard/
garden, storage, many other benefits.
$250/month + 1/3 utilities. Call 1-207/
582-2725 FMI. M

Wednesday.April 12th;
M 6:15-8:30 PM - Discussion Series
at Women's Center in Belfast, 9A Main
St., 2nd floor. Topic: "What Makes a
Heroine? Whom do you honor and why?
Taking a look at values we admire in
women and how cultural differences
impact our choices. FMI, 338-1429.
M 7:00-9:00 PM - Northern Lambda
Nord Open House and Drop-In. GayLesbian Community Services Center,
398 So. Main St., Caribou. FMI, 207498-2088.

Introductory offer in Belfast $25, in
Camden and Rockland $35. 338-0361,
7:30 am to 7:30 pm. M

PERSONALS

M Battered Lesbian Project forming

couples or singles for friendship and
support. Call anytime and ask for Paul.
201nn-1036. M

WORKSHOPS/
TRAININGS
M Women's Voices Rising: Ongoing
women's writing workshops. Break
through your inner editor. Trust the
voice that cuts through ( and is shaped
by) our personal lives. Using poetry,
music, visual art and mythology as
points of departure, we create and share
our writing.
Supportive, fun
atmosphere. Beginners and experienced
writers welcome. Portland location.
FMI, Marti Lay, 207/892-5375. M

TRAVEUVACATION

~~ 6:30-8:00 PM - Maine Won't
Discriminate/Capitol Area Chapter,
Maple Hill Farm Bed & Breakfast,
ff.allowell. Call the B & Bat 207/6222708 for directions.
Sunday, April 16th:
•~ 4:00-6:00 PM - Maine Won't
Discriminate/Ellsworth Chapter. Meets
at the UU Church on Bucksport Road.
FMI, call Peter Rees, 667-2358 or Ruth
Blackburn, 276-0503.

Tuesday. April 18th i
M 7:00-9:00 PM - The Gathering,
USM Campus Center, Portland, Rm. B
& C. Topic: Magic: An Eclectic
Spirituality.
Suzcanne Cardinal,
presenter. FMI, Faith Worthley, 207 /
774-4919.
M 7:30-8:30 PM - Gay and Lesbian AA
meeting at Gay-Lesbian Community
Services Center, 398 So. Main St.,
Caribou. FMI, call 207/498-2088.

LESBIAN PARADISE! 20
charming rooms, 100 mountain acres,
pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails,
yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy.
We're your perfect vacation choice year
round! Week-long and midweek
discounts. HIGHLANDS INN, Box
1180P, Bethlehem, NH 03574, (603)
869-3978. M
M BACKPACKING, canoeing, Xcountry skiing, Native American cultural
trips, youth trip. Wilderness skills and
environmental awareness . Small
groups. Great food. Arizona, Utah, New
Mexico ,
Maine,
Quebec,
Newfoundland. Contact Earth Treks,
Dept. C., RFD 2, Box 785, Thorndike,
ME 04986. 1-800-589-4770.
~~

YELLOW BIRCH FARM:

Romantic, seasonal cottage or year
round studio on working organic farm
in Downeast Maine, 20 minutes from

BUSINESS
ORGANIZATION
~~

The Rainbow Business &
Proresstonal Network has expanded its
membership to welcome gay men and
persons not necessarily business owners.
We welcome dreamers and visionaries.
We are in the process of developing a
directory of gay/lesbian/bi owned or
friendly businesses. We plan to conduct
seminars on issues related to being a
business & professional network. We
also are planning to have social times
together. FMI, call Vicky Zavasnik, n50015 or Winnie Weir, 879-1342. M

MASSAGE
M Treat yourselr or another woman
like a Goddess. Give the gift of touch.
A one hour massage.. Psychologically
and physically nurturing. Stress
reducing.
Improves circulation.

for W.I.L.D., Women Igniting Love and
Diversity. Volunteers needed. Seeking
to connect with battered and formerly
battered lesbians to assess community
needs and provide assistapce~ If your
partner/lover is verbally, emotionally, or
physically abusive to you, we can help
you get free. All inquiries strictly
confidential and all calls returned
disaetely. Call Gabriella at (207) 761-.
8138. If leaving message, specify full
name and best time to return call. Or
write to: W.I.L.D., clo Community Pride
Reporter, 142 High St., Suite #634,
Portland, ME 04101. M
M Call ror Papers: Lesbians, Gays,
Bisexuals, Transgendered People and
Education. Deadline for optional
proposals is May 1, 1995. Deadline for
papers is September 1, 1995. To receive
a Call for Papers contact: Harvard
Educational Review, Gutman Library
Suite 349, 6 Appian Way, Cambridge,
MA 02138; phone (617)495-3432; fax
(617) 496-3584. M
M Looldng ror a magnificent table to
use for Reiki treafments. Energy
exchange negotiable including
possibility of cash, free advertising and/
or free treatments. Call CPR office, 2<TlI
879-1342; ask for Winnie. M

aa

OFFICE SPACE NEEDED:

Capitol Area and Portland chapters of
Maine Won't Discriminate are looking
for office space. 2000 sq. feet needed
in Augusta, 1500 sq. feet needed in
Portland. Ideally, we are looking for a
donation of space until referendum
question is defeated. Also looking for
loan or donation of copiers, fax
machines, computers.
Call MWD
office in Portland, 207n61-1788 or
l-800n61-1788. M

GET INVOLVED IN THE FIGHT TO
SECURE YOUR RIGHTS. JOIN
l\1AINE WON'T DISCRIMINATE

KEY TO CALENDAR & ADS
•A = not exclusively gay
M = gay event/interest

------------

MISCELLANEOUS

M HIV+ couple: seeks other HIV+

~~ .

Thursday. Ap.ril 13th:

fflURPHY·s

Eastport: Absolute peace and quiet.
Beautiful, remote, umpoiled Cobscook
Bay. B & B or weekly rental. Brochure,
reservations: (207)726-5807. M
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GENERAL
MUGPA is a statewide, non-partisan organization fonned to educate the general public,
politicians, and media on UG issues. Primary goals arc to involvcthcUG community
in Maine's political process, promote civil
rights, develop and review legislation, endorse candidates, build a coalition, and
oppose anti-gay legislation and referenda.
Meetings arc the 3rd Saturday ofevery month
in Augusta. FMI call 1-800-55-MLGPA.
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (P-FLAG) promotes the
health and well-being of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgcndered persons, their
families and friends through support, education and advocacy. Come and celebrate our
children and friends just the way they are!
(See listings for Maine & New Hampshire
undcc PHONE SUPPORT and SUPPORT
GROUPS.)
Northern Lambda Nord is an educational,
informational, social, and sccvice organization serving lesbian,gay ,and bisexual pcople
in northern Maine and New Brunswick.
Meetings are 2nd Sunday of every mon:th at
1 pm (ME), 2 pm (N-B ), at the Gay-Lesbian
Community Services Center, 398 S. Main
St., Caribou, and can be reached every
Wednesday by The Phoneline. Call 207/
498-2088.
The Matlovich Society is an educational
and cultural organization of lesbians, bisexuals, gay men, and friends committed to
sharing our history as well
providing
pccson-affirming presentations and discussions in a supportive environment. Meetings
on the second and fourth Thursday every
month at 7: 30 pm at the Holiday Inn By the
Bay, 88 Spring St. Portland. Free parking
and accessible to the mobility-impaired. Call
207/773-1209.

as

National Association of Social Workers,
ME. Chapter, Sexual Minority Issues Committee welcomes new social work members.
Our purpose is to educate, provide resources,
and lobby legislators on issues involving
sexual minorities in Maine. Meetings are on
the 3rd Thursday of every month at 5 pm at
the Community Counseling Ctr,., 343 Forest
Ave., Portland. FMI call Peery Suthccland,
874-1030.

HATE CRIMES & BIAS INCIDENTS;
Have you or someone you know been a
victim? Call the Civil Rights Section of the
Maine Department of the Attorney General
-626-8844.

BuildiQ& Inclusive Communib';

A group
oflesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendcced
people working to build an inclusive and
safe community in Lewiston-Auburn and
outlying areas. We are exploring ways to
achieve~ goal through social gatherings,
educational events, support groups, topic
meetings and forums open to sexual minorities, friends and supporters. FMI, write
POB 3184, Auburn, ME 04212-3184.

Citizens Alliance (or Gay and Lesbian
Rilb1§1 (CAGLR), New Hampshire's oldest progressive gay/lesbian civil rights

organization, welcomes all those interested
in these goals to weekly meetings, programs,
socials and various other events. Newsletter. Calllnfo-line(603)224-1686orwritcto
PO Box 730, Concord, NH 03302-0730.

MUSIC & ART
Women In Harmony is an eclectic choral
ensemble open to all women regardless of
age, race, religion, or sexual orientation. If
you are interested in becoming a member or
volunteering organizational skills, send
SASE (including your phone number) to
P.O. Box 7944, Portland,ME.04112, or call
772-0013.
Maine Gay Men's Chorus is a community
chorus which brings men together to enhance social tolerance and diversity in the
Greatcc Portland area, as well as affirming_
the gay/lesbian experience with aeative and
lively musical entertainment. FMI call 8838099 or write M .G.M .C., P.O. Box 10391 ,
Portland, ME. 04104.
The Maine Gay Visual Artist's League
will meet on the third Wednesday of every
month. The League is a non-profit, creative
support network for Maine's gay & lesbian
visual artists community. For meeting place,
call 775-3420.

Hanover: Shirley/fom, 603/643-8331
Holderness: Olivia, 603/968-7254
Center Sandwich: Tish, 603/284-6434

SUPPORT GROUPS
Medical Support
Sexually TransmittedDisueCHnic; Confidential screening and treatment for STD's
for residents and non-residents at a walk-inclinic . Low cost, medicaid accepted.
Anonymous, confidential IIlV testing by
appoint ment only. Cl inic open Tues.
&Thurs., 3:30 to 6 pmat Portland City Hall
Room 303 . FMI call 874-8784.

Planned Parenthood or Northern New
Egland; Serving men and women, offering annual exams, pregnancy testing, birth
control info. & supplies (free condo~! ),
testing and treatment for infections and
STD's, menopause support and more.
Evening hours, affordablesccvices, and complete confidentiality. Medicaid welcome. 970
Forest Ave., Portland. FMI call 874-1095.

Identity Support

PHONE SUPPORT

New Hampshire P-FLAG Mrflin&s

Region by region

Concord: Meets 3rd Sunday from 3-5 pm at
1st Congregational Church, Washington &
North Main Str~. (use Washington St.
entrance), FMI call 603/472-4944.
Seacoast: Meets 1st Tuesday from 7-9 pm at
Stratham Community Church, Emory Lane,
Stratham (1 st right west of Rte 101 circle),
FMI call 603/772-5 196.
MonadnockResion:Meets 4th Monday from
7-8:30 pm at The Place to Go, 46 Concord
St., Peterborough, FMI call 603/547-2545
or 603/623-6023.
Nashua: Meets 3rd Thursday at 7:30 pm at
Unitarian-Universalist Church, Lowell &
Canal Streets~. FMI call 603/880-0910.
Plymouth: Meets first Sunday, 7-9 pm~ Plymouth Congregational Church. FMI, call
603/968-7254 or 603/786-9812.
U1117er Valley Re&ion: Meets second
Wednesday, 7pm. Hanover. FMI, call603/
643-8331.

National Center for l&sbian Biabts Youth
Prqject; 1-800-528-NCLR.
Boston Allianceo(Lesbianand Gay Youth
{BAGLY}; 1-800-347-TEEN.
Portland:
The AIDS Line: 1-800-851-AIDS or 7751267. IIlV/AIDS related questions, call
Mon.-Sat. 9 am-5 pm, Mon. & Wed. evenings until 7:30 pm Anonymous .
DIAL KIDS: 774-TALK. For lesbian, gay,
bi & questioning youth under 19 yrs.
Ingraham Volunteers: Call 774-HELP
(774-4357) .
The AIDS Project: 774-6877. Located at
22 MonumentSq.,5thfloor,Portland 04101.
Callforinformationandsupportgroupmeetings in Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick.
Ban&or: Eastern Maine AIDS Network: 9903626
Belfast: Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: 3381427
Brunswick: Merrymeeting AIDS Support
Services: 725-4995
Bridinc>n:Community Task Force on AIDS:
583-6608 Rumford: Community AIDS Awareness Program: 823-4170
Lewiston: Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition: 786-4697
Waterville: Dayspring: 626-3432
Ellsworth: Down East AIDS Network: 6673506
Oxford Hills: Oxford Hills Community AIDS
Network: 743-7451.

Parents & Friends of Lesbians &
Gays (P-FLAG)

Contacts in Maine
(* indicates monthly meetings)
Augusta/Hallowell: 623-2349
*Bangor/Brewer: 989-5180
·Brunswick/Bath: 729-0519
*Oakland: Steve, 465-3870
*Lewiston/Auburn: 783-9789
*Portland: Rita, 766-5158 or Sue, 774-3441
Waldoboro: 832-5859

Contacts in New Hampshire
P-FLAG NH 24 hour Helpline:
603/623-6023
Concord: Judy, 603/485-3943
Webster: Betsy, 603/746-3818
Manchester: Hans & Lin, 603/668-0741
Nashua: Nancy, 603/880-8709
Kensington: Nora/John, 603/772-3893
Stratham: Betty, 603/772-5196
Francestown: Cy/Gordon, 603/547-2545

The Appollo Society:

an out-reach, networking and social organization for New
England's gay and lesbian atheists, freethinkers, ethical humanists and Hellenes.
Free speech/civil rights advocacy group offering freedom-from-religion support,
religious de-programming and fun! FMI,
773-5726 or P.O . Box 5301 , Portland, ME
04101.
Community o(Hope; A Christian congregation which clai~ a primary ministry with
gay and lesbian people and strives to be
inclusive of all persons. Worship on Saturdays at 4:00 PM atlmmanue!BaptistChurch,
156 High St., Portland. FMI write Community of Hope, Shawn Smith, Interim Pastor,
POB 1671, Portland, ME 041014.
Lavender Womyn; Lesbian/b isexual
women' s discussion group. Meets Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm, First Universalist
Church, Pleasant St., Auburn, ME. FMI,
call 783-0461

Central Maine Gay Men's Support
Group; Tuesdays from 7-8:30 pm. FMI call
622-1888 or 622-4254.

Gay. Lesbian, Bisexual Piw Get-To&clheti. 1st and 3rd Fridays each month,

6:00 pm. First Universalist Church, 345
Broadway, Rockland, ME. FMI, Larry
Godfrey-594-2957.
O-Squad; Support group for lesbian, gays,
b isexuals, & transgcndercds . Serv ing
Franklin County, based at UM Farmington.
FMI call and leave message, 778-7380 .
Trans.5qpport Groqp:Meets regularly, providing confidential support, education and
social activities for cross dressers, transsexuals, their families, friends, & others
interested in gender dysphoria issues. FMI
write TransSupport, P.O. Box 17622, Portland, 04112.
women Suryivors o(Childhood Abuse; A
support group for survivors of childhood
abuse and/or sexual assault meets every
Wednesday from 1:30 to 3 pm. Free, confidential , safe, facilitate d. For m ore
information and location call 874-6593.
Sponsored
by USM's Womyn's Forum.
Maine P-FLAG Meetln&s
Portland: Meets 2nd Tuesday 7-9 PM at Maine Bisexual People's Network: Meets
W oodfords Congregational Church, 202 to affirm in all a positive nature of bisexuality and work toward greater acceptance in
Woodfords St. FMI, 766-5158 or 774the bisexual, gay, lesbian, and straight com3441.
munities. Support and referrals available.
Women 's Center - Belfast - Weekly FMI write P.O. Box 10818, Portland, ME.
meetings, 9A Main St., 2nd floor (above 04104.
Jaret & Cohn) FMI, 338-5702. Group
Wilde-Stein Clqb; Meets every Thursday
meeting every Wednesday, 6:15 pm.
at 6:30 pm at Memorial Union, Sutton
Women's Spirituality Gatherings, Mondays
Lounge, UM at Orono.
7-9pm
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Group; Meets
NA; Just for Today meetings every every Tuesday, 7-9 PM, at Women's ReWednesday, 8:15 pm, at St. Luke's Cathesource Center 101 Fernald Hall at UM Orono.
dral, State St., Portland. Use Park St. enFMI call 581-1425.
trance in rear. Also Friday meeting, 8:00 pm,
Am Cho(shi; A Maine Lesbian/Gay Jewish
Immanuel Baptist Church, corner Deering
support group, meets monthly. FMI· call
& High St., Use entrance off Deering St.
Rheatha at 874-2970.
Out and About is a nonprofit, lesbian Seacoast Gay Men; Meets Mondays (ex(over 18) support and educational group. cept holidays), 7 pm at the
Newsletter & calendar of local, current Unitarian-Universalist Church, 292 State
monthly events. Meets Mondays at 7:00 Street, Portsmouth NH. Support, speakers,
pm. FMI, call 603/659-2139 or write events. FMicall 207/439-1623 or write P.O .
POB 332, Portsmouth, NH 03802-0332. Box 1394, Portsmouth 03802-1394.
Out Amona Friends; Meets Thursdays 7- Lewiston/Auburn; A new gay, lesbian, bi8:30 pm, in the downstairs club room of the sexual support group for the Lewiston/
Portland YWCA, 87 Spring St. Lesbian sup- Auburn area meets every Monday at 7 pm at
port/discussion group. Free or $1 donation the U nitarian-U niversalist Church on Spring
to help w/rent. FMI write O.A.F., P.O. Box Street in Auburn.
Bagor Lesbian Support Grog; This
727, Biddeford, 04005.
Djanib', Etc,; Meets third Sunday at 5: 15 Lesbian Support Group welcomes any
woman who self-identifies as a lesbian. They
pm at St. Luke's Cathedral (Emmanuel
seek to creat woman-only, lesbian-positive
Chapel), Portland. All arc welcome. Fellowship &·potluck supper follow 5:15 pm space to explore issues and affirm themservice. We minister to the lesbian and gay selves· and each another as lesbians.
community. FMI, write P.O. Box 8113, Port- Confidentiality, open-mindedness and respect are required. Meets 1st and 3rd
land 04104.

-C P R ~
Wedneadays, 6:30-8:00 pm, Mabel
Wadsworth Women's Health Center, 334
Harlow St., Bangor. FMI: 947-5337.
Moqntain Valley Men <MVM); A group of
gay men of all ages in the western Maine,
Eastern NH area who get together for pot
luck dinners, hiking, canoeing, skiing and
other activities. FMI. write to Box 36,
Center Conway, NH 03813-0036 or call
Paul at 207/925-1034.
"Let's Do Brqnch"; Potluck social gathering from 11:00 am-2:00 pm on the third
Sunday of the month at a York County
location. Meet new people, see old friends,
exchange news and information. FMI, 9852784.
S.N.A,P.: Survivors Network of Those
Abused by Priests. Monthly support group
for men & women healing from sexual abuse
by clergy of any denomination. Meets in
Portland location on third Friday of the
month. FMI. call 207/774-5025.
Drm>:lo Lesbian Discussion Group; Meets
Mondays, 11: 30 am to 1:00 pm (except
school vacations & holidays) at USM Campus Center, RoomC,(next to the Computer
Lab) Portland. Bring your lunch.

Parents
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Parents Grou;
Meeting in the Portland area. For dates,
places and times write GLB Parents Grou_p,
P.O. Box 13, Augusta, Me 04332-0013 .
Mothers and K.jds Group; Social events
and group support for lesbians and their
children. Emphasis on inclusion of lesbians
in the process ofbccoming pregnant or adopting. Meets monthly in the greater Portland
area. FMI write: P.O. Box 2235, South
Portland, ME 04116 .
Gay rventiu Discuaion Grou; Meeting 2nd Monday of month in Bangor Hall,
University College Campus in Bangor. We
discuss parenting issues. Open to gay men
and lesbians. FMI, call 862-2516.

Youth Support
OUTRIGHTTOO;Sundays,6pmatMabel
Wadsworth Women's Health Center.Harlow
St., Bangor. Support group for lesbian, gay,
bisexual youth ages 16-22. FMI, call 2857180.
OUTRIGHT/Central Maine; W eck.ly. confidential meetings for gay, lesbian, &
questioning youth 22 years and under. Call
"First Call" at 795-6677 or 1-800-339-4042
and ask about OlITRIGITT.
OUTRIGHT/Portland; Meets every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland. Safe and
supportive discussions with and for gay,
lesbian, bisexual & questioning young
people. FMI call 774-TALK, or 774-HELP
or write to P.O. Box 5077, Portland, ME.
04101.
OUTRIGHT/Seacoast; Meets every Friday from 7 to 9 pm at the Unitarian Church
annex building adjacent to the fire station,
206 Court St., Portsmouth NH. FMI call
Teenline at 1-800-639-6095 or write P.O.
Box 842, Portsmouth NH 03801.

F,A,T,E. Fllht AIDS-Tranlfonn Educalliml A project of ACT UP/Portland whose
purpose is to demand better IIlV/ AIDS education and combat homophobia in all Maine
public schools; to form empowering groups
for teens by teens and to create a context in
which pro-teen, pro-gay groups are able to
change the educational policies in their individual school districts. Straight or gay, boy
or girl, IIlV +/-, black, brown or white. All
welcome. FMI on who to contact or how to
organize in your school district, contact
F.A.T.E.,POBoxl931,Portlal}-d,ME04104.
Phone/fax 828-0566.
COLAGE; A national support group run by
and for the children of gay, lesbian or bisexual parents.
FMI, COLAGE, 2300

Mark.et St., #165, Dept. P, San Francisco,
CA 94114.

HIV Related Support Meetings
Portland;
Mondays: IIlV negative partners of people
living with IDV, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Tuesday,: People Living with IIlV disease
and all friends, families, lovers, and
caregivers, 10:30 am-Noon.
2nd & 4th Tuesdays: Living Well focuses
on quality of life and empowerment for
those living with IDV/AIDS.
1st Wednesday: PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful Support), 5 :30 pm. Call 775-PA WS.
Charles Wynott, Program Coordinator.
Thursdays: Women Living with lilV meets
from 1:15-2:45 pm. Men Living with mv
meets from 5:30-7 pm

OBffUARIES
Donna D. Tennant

The above Portland support groups meet al
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument Sq., 5th
floor. Call Jane O'Rourkeat774-6877 or 1800-851-2437 for more informalion.
Lewiston: Information & support meetings
for People Livi~g with lilV. Call 786-4697
FMI. AIDS Coalition of Lewiston-Auburn.
BrPQfflick; Meetings for family and friends
who have loved ones with IDV/AIDS at
Merrymceting AIDS Support Services, 8
Lincoln Street. FMI on meeting days and
times call Brian at 725-4955.
Gudiner; ht & 3rd Wednesdays: People
Living with HIV meets from 1:30-3 pm at
the Physicians Building behind Kennebec
Valley Regional Health Agency Annex. Call
Brian Allen at MASS at 725-4955.
Rumford/Mexico Area; Mondays: AIDS
Support Group/Phoneline meets from 7-8:30
pmat Mexico Congregational Church, Main
Street, Mexico. Call 364-8603.
Androscoamn Valley AIDS Coalition;
Thursdays: SupportforpeoplewithlilV &
their families. 7 pm, 70 Court St., 2nd floor,
Auburn. FMI call 786-4697 .
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A celebration-of-life memorial service was held at theAllenAvenue Unitarian Universalist Olurch on February 22.
1be Rainbow Business and ProfeMional
Netwodc had discussed establishing a
scholarship fund for gay, lesbian and bisexual youth. In light of Doma Tennant's
commitment to mentoring young people
in the field of bus~. this scholarship
fund will be e3tablished as the Donna M.
Tennant Memorial Scholarship. Donalions
in Doma's memory may be sent to the
fund cio Carolyn Jalbert, 305 Palmer Avenue, Portland 04103-1650. M

JON M. PIEFER
Donna D. Tennant, 52, of Palmer
Ave. in Portland, died at Mercy H ~
on Febuary 17, 1995 after suffering a heart
attack while at work. Tennant was a licemed insurance agent and broker, and at
the time of her dealh was the assistant vice
president and acrount executive with the
Sedgwick Health Care Division. Her career spanned 34 years.
Her life partner, Carolyn A. Jalbert,
said of Tennant, "She was a mentor to
many people. A real rode. Doma was a
visionary. She could see promise in som~
thing before anyone else could attach a
concrete meaning to it. She felt there were
far too few professionals and ment.ocs in
the business world today to help people
learn a new career path," said Jalbert. "She
would stay after work. she would go in
early. She was not afraid to share her talent and her knowledge."
In addition to a demanding career,
Tennant enjoyed gardening, working with
computers, woodworking and co-parenting Jalbert's three som, Olristian, Kurt
and Gregory. Jalbert said, •'This was one
very talented woman. You name it, she
did it. When it came to my kids, she went
out and took a course on how to coach tee
ball. • 1bey worshiped the ground she
walked on."
In addition to coadling for Portland
North Little League, Tennant's community
service extended to Save the Oill.dren, and
Native Americans Running Strong for
America. She was also involved in the
recently organized Rainbow Business and
Professional Netwodc out of Portland.
Tennant is survived by her life partner, Carolyn A. Jalbert and her sons Christian, Kurt and Gregory, Tennant's son,
Tunothy S. of Pope Air Force Base, and a
sister, LulaM. Smith of Washington State.

Member Organizations
AIDS Lodging House: P.O. Box 3820, Portland, ME 04101-3820, Call 874-1000.
AIDS Coalition or Lewiston-Auburn: P.O.
Box 7977, Lewiston, ME04243-7977. Call
786-4697.
Community AIDS Awareness Program:
c/o Mexico Cong.Church/UCC,43 Main
St.,Mexico, ME 04257 . Call 364-8603.
Community Task Force on AIDS Educ.:
P.O. Box941,Naples,ME04055. Call 5836608.
Dayspring: 32 Winthrop St., Augusta, ME
04330. Call 626-3432.
Down East AIDS Network: 114 State St.,
Ellsworth, ME 04605. Call 667-3506.
Eastern Maine AIDS- Network: P.O. Box
2038, Bangor, ME 04401. Call 990-3626.
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Serv.: P.O.
Box 57, Brunswick., ME 04011-0057. Call
725-4955.
Names Project/Maine: P.O. Box 10248,
Portland, ME 04104. Call 774-2198.
Oxford Hills Community AIDS Network:
P.O. Box 113, Paris, ME 04271-0113. Call
743-7451.
Peabody House: 14 Orchard St., Portland,
ME 04102. Call 774-6281.
People With AIDS Coalition of ME.: 696 .
Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101. Call
773-8500.
by Winnie Weir, Editor
Pets Are Wonderful Support (PAWS): 22
Bal'baraHester, VohmteerCoordinaMonument Square, Portland ME 04101. Call
tor for The Family Crisis Shelter, an775-PAWS.
nounced that this abused women's advoSt. John Valley AIDS Task Force: c/o
CN;'fproject is spomoring aDomestic VioNMMC, 143 E. Main St., Fort Kent, ME
lence Advocacy Training for people inter04743. Call 834-3355.
ested in vohmteering at the Shelter.
The AIDS Project: 22 Monument Sq., 5th
'Toe Family Crisis Shelter is lookfir., Portland, ME 04101. Call 774-6877.
ing for volunteers to assist us in providing
Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: P.O. Box
956, Belfast, ME 04915. Call 338-1427.
services to victims of domestic violence,"

Jon M. Pief~ 36 of Bradcett Street
died on Wednesday, March 8 of complicatiom from AIDS . Piefer died at home.
He was born in Qlicago and attended
schools there. Piefer was an AIDS activist and volunteer and along with his partner, Cllarles N. Wynott. he founded the
Portland Oiapter of PAWS, Pets Are Wonderful Support. an organization dedicated
to helping people with AIDS keep their
pets by providing support service.
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
Alliance awarded Piefer the Cameron
DWlCall Award at their March 4th .10th
Anniversary Award Banquet. Survivors
include Piefer's father and stepmother,
Donald and Lugene Piefer, and a dau~
ter, Jennifer, all of Olicago; · a brother
Lawrence of Denver, maternal grandmother, Ann McGinnis of Cllicago; and
an aunt. Edith Viverito in addition to bis
partner Cllarles Wynott.
A funeral was held at FiJst Parish
Church, 425 Congress Street in Portland
on March 13. He is buried in Brooklawn

Memorial Park, Portland.

M

Family Crisis Shelter plans training

said Hester.
A volunteer training program is be-

ing offered beginning March 30th. Opportunities include providing support and
information to abused women, bringing
women and children to the shelter, accompanying victims throughout the legal proce&!es and answering the hotline.
While volunteers are needed for all
positions, people with time available
during the day are strongly encouraged
to apply. Application for the training
closes March 23. For more infmnation,
call Barbara at 874-1196.
M
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Out on the Town
by Skip
Brusbaber
Marchcame
in like a lamb being chased by a
lion. Spring begins this month,
-...a..i.;Laa so it is time to
think about polishing off those poems and short stories
we wrote down in the depths of winter.
CPR is proud to announce that we
will be printing an arts supplement with
the June/July Pride edition. It will be
called "Pride, Poetry and Prose." We
encourage fiction submissions of fifteen
hundred words or less. These can be
short stories or excerpts from larger
works. Poetry or verse of seventy lines
or less can be submitted. We strongly
recommend that all submissions be on
Mac compatible disc. Any questions
about this, please direct them to the CPR
office.

"Pride Poetry and Prose" also welcomes blade and white photography and
art work.
All work will be returned by mail
if accompanied by a stamped self addre&ed envelop. Otherwise , work can
be picked up at the CPR office.
Deadline for all submissions is
May 1, 1995. No submissions will be
considered after that date.
We are a talented and multifaceted,
creative community. So lets do it!!
What's going on?
"Amadeus" at the Penobscot Theatre in Bangor.
The Maine Gay Men's Chorus in
Portland and Orono.
"Lavender Land Utopia" as part
of Women's Festival at Oak Street Theatre in Portland
Up With People presents "World
in Motion" in Portland and Lewiston.
· The 9th annual "Spring For Life"
art auction to benefit The AIDS Project.
Check out the calendar for other
events. M

Paula Poun~ne on Stage
by A.hmel
Ponti
When Paula
Poundstone
walked out onto
the State Theater's
stage with her 101
Dalmations tie,
one part of an entirely wacky outfit, we knew we were in
for a fun evening. "I have weird hair,"
said Poundstone right off the bat, adding that the clothes were just to match
the hair.
lbis being my first real evening of
live stand-up comedy, I was amazed at
how quickly two hours goes by, and how
terribly funny one woman can be talking about life, oti, and twinkies too. It's
a very different experience than a musical concert, and a very refreshing one .
Paula Poundstone, 35, is no
stranger to New England. Although born

in Alabama, and now residing in Los
Angeles, she grew up in Sudbury, Massachusetts, and she used to canoe on the
Saco river. "Not exactly The River Wild,
more like a treadmill in a bathtub."
Commenting at length on the "elderly crossing" signs she claims we have
here in Portland, Poundstone wondered
if that means old folks have to walk two
miles down the street so they can cross
near one of these signs.
Also early on in the show, she bantered back and forth with an L.L. Bean
employee named Sherri, who jokingly
claimed she does "everything "for them.
Poundstone wondered if her employers
were aware of this fact Although I heard
afterwards that some people had a tough
time hearing both ends of the conversation, from where I was sitting, it was
very funny. Poundstone was relentless,
and she often talked with the audience
members throughout the show.
See PAULA, page 19

"Naked Man!" - Interview with Jamison Selby
by Alexander Wallace

In Keith Curran's, "Church of the
Sole Survivor," which had its world premier at Portland Stage Company last
month, five 'perfectly normal' types an internationally famous Talullah
Bankhead-Elaine Stritch-novelist-addict, throatily played by Anne Swift; her
aged, lonely, gay, English agent, haughtily enacted by Michael Tilton; the
novelist's daughter, whose husband and
baby have both died, Deidre Lovejoy;

~

609 Congress St.
Portland, Maine

State Theatre
Smiday,Mad,19

Westside Story (The Original Movie)
),fad! 30- "Don't 'V,my,

Be~,-

Bobby Mc,errin's Hard Choral
s__,,Apn11 ·

Widespread Panic
with
From Good Homes
Sanday.April 2

The Embuay Players
present
THE LORD IS MY UGHT
Live Theatre Production
Mmmy. Apil 10

Nanci Griffith with Sara Hickman
Smaday,AprillS

Epic Euter Mo'ric Spectacularl
"BEN HUR"
Apil16hmp23

Sdaool

v-u. Morie at TIie State!

THE WIZARD OF OZ
Mmlday, Apil 17

JoeJacbon
Friday, April 21

MELTORME
s.i...,. April 22

"A CIOHr Walk With Patsy Cline"
A....., 1m a..acat coaart trtbllle

tow......, ....

ror tlckeu call: (217) 179-1112
Major Credit Card• accepted

their dotty aunt, Lucy Martin, who
keeps her late husband's room as a
shrine; and valley-boy par-excellence,
Michael Connor, gather at a Cape Cod
beach estate to feel sorry for themselves
and trade traumas.
Into this soapy stew swims - and I
do mean swims-a6'4" tall, very white,
guppy-like, totally naked, hairless 'man'
named Pamela, as in, "What a lovely
gown, Pamela!" The Naked Man, by
forcefully intervening into each trauma,
sets the damaged characters on the path
to recovery. It is an hilarious, if unfmished play, given a brilliant staging by
Director, Greg Leaming.
_P amela both anchored the play and
set it soaring skyward with a breath-taking comic performance, well-worthy of
the proverbial gold star! I interviewed
the actor who played Pamela, Jamison
Selby, over coffee at my home. He is a
25-year-old, tall, gaunt, bony, exceedingly attractive young man, with a great
crooked smile, intelligent blue eyes and
no hair.
AW: Now, here is this nice respectable young man from upper New York
State, running around stark naked in
front of 300 strangers a performance, 28
performances - that's approximately
8400 total strangers! Why are you doing this?
·
JS: I'm getting paid! Besides,
Pamela, as a new character, has no
boundaries, you 're not bound by previous interpretations . . . he's also free of
traditional responses ... the nudity is a
pure nonsexual fact ... trying to create
that character, ... I was salivating to do
it!
AW: Whal do you do under the
porch?
JS: Free:r.e to death!

Jamison Selby and Luch Martin howl into the Cape Cod wind in the world premiere of
"Church of the Sole S ur,,iyor by Keith Curran. Photo by Dtnid A. Roqen
AW: Do you really glow in the audition lasted five minutes.
dark?
AW: Was there any consideration
JS: Whenlscream,aftereachkiss, that you might NOT look good in th~
I'm told the top of my_head starts to glow nude?
red. I have a personal problem glowing
JS: We were into rehearsals . . . I
blue.
wouldn't shave my eyebrows ... about
AW: Have you become a celeb- three weeks into rehearsals and someone made a joke about tattoos and Greg
rity in Portland "NAKED MAN?"
JS: (He mimes 'blue-haired-lady' asked (Selby brilliantly mimes Director
astonishment) TIIEN they wonder what Greg Leaming) "Do you have a TATTOO!? Oh My God! A tattoo! I never
I'm going to do!
AW: Well, Opera Man tw noth- TIIOUGIIT about a tattoo!"
AW: So you don't think Pamela
ing on you! Was there anything in your
could
be played by a short, dark, hairy,
training, from toilet to Rutgers, to preugly
naked
guy?
pare you for this?
JS: I think it could and probably
JS: Not really. I don't know what
prep you could do for it It's not an is- will be!
AW: Now, since a lot of dirty old
sue.
men
will
be reading this, and just for the
AW: How did you audition for the
part - considering that in addition to be- prurient interest, tw - "IT' - ever goting completely naked, you have to be ten out of hand on stage?
JS: In what way? I'm not sure
shaved and hairleM7
what
you mean?
JS: (He mimes his agent.) I'd been
AW: We'llpa.u. Now,sincethere
cut as Patrick Delaware (the valley boy)

1ben they asked me to do Pamela. My

See NAKED, page 18
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Artist Profile - Roger Rutherford
by Skip Bl'Ulhabet-

"Roger Rutherford was born in
Bombay, India in 1930 of an Eurasian
mother and Fnglish father. His parents
were killed when Roger was only five, in
a freak elephant starnpeAe while vacationing in Sri Lanka. The little orphan was
placed in a French m~teiy outside Paris,
and remained there until the outbreak of
the war. Roger excelled in his studies and
it was at this time he was introduced to his
two sustaining passiom-needlepoint and
photography. The monastery was dem-oyedbytheGennamin 1943,andRoger
was inducted into the Nazi Fotolcraut Unit,
where his involvement with erotica began
while photographing naked Nazi youth.
After the war he was adopted by Jean
Codctoe, who furthered his mastay of the
lem. Having developed an intimate interest in feet, he was awarded the Oxford
Shoe Fellowship in 1948 and continued
his studies in the United States. After
matriculation, Roger groped his way
across the country and fell in withtheHopi
lndiam where he spent two years documenting intimate actions of the tribal
youth. A tragedy beset Roger in Yuma,
Arizona in 1955
·

biography Roger Rutherford wrote in
1971.
The real Roger was born into a fine,
but faded old Georgia family. He served
as a US Senate Page and served in WW II
defending ournalion's capitol. Rutherford
reported that he was mlised in DC gay balS
by Senator Joe McCarthy, that commie
hunter: extraordinaire.
Rutherford discovered his talent for
photography in New York City, where he
became a successful commercial photographer and was one of the earlier photographers of the male rwde. His work predated Weber, Ritts, and Mapplethorpe.
Rutherford's idol was George Platt Lynes.
Returning to Georgia, Rutherford
Rogher Rutherford, whou nude male
taught
fine art photography on a college
photography will be featared at the "Spring
level. His work went largely ignored by
For Life" Art Auction.
when his car exploded , destroying all his critics and collectors and he relocated to
photographic wort. Dqressed, oot always Houston. In Howton, he experimented
the Renaissance man, he thrust himself into with color, nonobjective subjects, landa variety of experience.s: waiting tables in scapes, portraits, and coloring black and
Tesfritoes, Chillicothe, and Whippany; white photos.
Rutherford's work was pibwhed by
acting for television and both Broadways,
and finally opening his own restaurant, the Advocate and his photo "Oil and Water" was included in The Hidden Image:
Balzac.
Having failed at all this, Roger found · A History of Nude Male Photography.
Rutherford's photograpru are senhimself in Atlanta in 1971, where a year
ago Nassau VJSions Gallery discovered sual, erotic, and masculine. His use of light
him and a file cabinet of virgin negatives." and contrast is key to his exploration of
The preceding is a thumbnail auto- the nude male form. His use of color pa-

per to print black and white photos exhibit
unusual and amazing results.
Roger Rutherford died of AIDS in
1989 just as he was on the brink of fame.
A number of his photos were
donated to the Spring for Life Auction
la.st year where they proved very
popular. This Yea', a number of his
prints and a few of those of his students
have been donated to the AIDS Project
Auction by Alexander Wallace of
Portland. Mr. Wallace owm the rights to
Roger Rutherford's worlc and will be
offering prints for sale to the public in
the near future. M

\

"Wet Tor,o" • O!'e of the Rutherford
originals ioon to be tnailable through
Apollo Art..

Listen to Your Heart
A review of Andres Verzosa's Ceramic Meditations on the Sacred Heart
by Rose Mary Denman
Rarely has art ~ken to me as poignantly as "Listen to \'our Heart," a collection created by Andres Verzosa.
"'Lis t e n to Your H eart " was
Veaosa's senior project at Portland College of Art. There are seven ceramic
pieces to the collection, a work which
beautifully interweaves three separate
themes so that they come togetJ.ier with
one clear and powerful message - a call
for compassion and understanding toward those living with and dying from
AIDS .
For one night and full day, "Listen
to Your Heart was available to the public in the Emmanuel Chapel at the Cathedral of St Luke in Portland. I went
to see the exhibit on Saturday afternoon,
and was at once struclc by the solemnity
of the atmosphere and reverent silence
of those who had come to view the work.
Candles lighted the way from the
main sanctuary to the chapel. The seven
ceramic pieces had been placed on the
altar, and small votive candles stood in
front of each of them.
As I

"Vibrantly Alive 0
~

It,#).,

I

•

•

andmore.
The video I most enjoyed (it made
me laugh, cry and on ~
ion even made

Mothers, Warriors, Sisters...Survivors.

•

Andy Ven;o,a stand, with hi, wort. The ezhibit was at St. Luke', Episcopal Cathedral.
circumambulated the altar, it was easy
to see the metaphor in the work.
F.ach of the seven ceramic pieces
is shaped in the form df a heart, above
which is a crown of thorns from which
springs a circle·of flames. A cross rises
out of the flames. This is the classic
depiction of the "'Sacred Heart" of Jesus,
sometimes referred to as the "Bleeding

Women's Film and Video Festival
by Jennifer Libby
The second annual Women's Film
and Video Festival held at the Portland
Mu.sewn of Art. March 3-5 was a fabulous hit All ·of the shows were nearly
sold out
The films and vi~ covered a wide
array of topics, issues and just plain fim.
' They ranged from work, religion, politics,
poetry, body image, abuse, sexual identity

Peter Tr-o~n. Rofllng Scone

me angry), was called ''Greetings Froni
Out lbere." It's about a young women
named Spiro traveling the bade roads of
the south from Virginia to Texas in her van
with her small dog and video camera. She
made frequent stops along the way talking with various friends about their perceptiom of what it is like to be 'out and
queeJ"'inthesou~ Allofthemhadsomething different to contribute and diswss.
Some talked of AIDS. One talked of
churches and some about a rural fairy retreat (a place I would love to visit!).

Heart." Its symbology for the Church is
to communicate the love that was the
catalyst for Jesus' sacrificial act on the
cross.
Both the Roman Catholic and
Episcopal Church use the symbols of the
"Statiom of the Cross" to be representative of the condemnation, crucifixion

See HEART, page 19
What I liked most about this video
was its reality, its lightheartedness, its powerful message that we as queers are everywhere and proud to be out even in the face
of danger and discrimination. We do what
we want when we can and push it to the
limit when we have to, in order to make
our dreams come true.
The second film that intrigued me,
is "A Pagan Place'' by Kate Kaminski. It
is a twenty-two minute black and white
film about a girl on a road trip. I could
certainly appreciate the artistry and I very
much admired the young woman's tattooed upper arms and worn boots. I'm still

773-1999
Open 7 days
Lower Lobby
151 Middle St., Portland
wondering about flattening cans on the
railroad tracks. She would fall asleep in
the strangest places wi1h a prayel' reeling
'round in her brain. She kept having odd
interactiom with ralher bi7.arre and twisted
men. The somewhat surprising ending left
me feeling appalled and angcy. It certainly
did carry an immense impact, yet still
leaves me wondering about some ~ I look forward to the third Women's
Film and Video Festival. A humungus
thanks to everyone who put it all together
for us to enjoy. Thank you. You did a
fabulous job. M

-
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BOOK REVIEW: ''Breaking the Surface''
Written by Greg Lougmm with Eric Marcus
by

Bruce Balboni
I remember
how I felt when I
first heard the rumor about Greg
Louganis being
gay. It's the same
feeling I get
when anyone famous is found out or
comes out - a mixture of pride, satisfaction and smugness. The smugness is
the attitude to the straight world which
goes something like this, "See, we are
just like you, only better," or "A gay or
lesbian person can do anything you can
do, and we are everywhere- so there."
Childish? Perhaps.
I had the great good fortune to be
sitting on the field at Columbia
University's Wien Stadium for the Opening Ceremonies· of Gay Games IV last
June in New York City; Suddenly, the
huge video screen at one end of the field
was filled with the image of Greg
Louganis. He spoke to us an(J said,
"Hi! I'm Greg Loug~: Sorry
I'm not with you tonight in person to
celebrate the start of Gay Games IV, but
I'll be there in a couple of days, back on
the diving board joining the other gay
and lesbian athletes from around the
world.
"I'm real excited to be part of an
event that's all about true Olympic ideals. This is oui chance to show ourselves
and the world how strong we are as in-

dividuals and as a oommunity. Weloome
to the Games! It's great to be out and
proud." And so it was - a moment sublime.
Reading the Louganis autobiography was a trip down bad memory lane.
I identified with the indifferem father,
being called "nigger" because I had dark
skin, the low self-esteem, the fear, being lost in hopeless relationships and,
ultimately, with a certain measure of
self-acceptance. The occa.§ional Stuart
Smalley-like, pop psychology aside, I
f01md the message of his story to be uplifting and worthwhile.
Nevertheless, it was frustrating, at
times, to read how weak he was and bow
many opportunities he missed in not
coming out sooner, but it is unfair to
judge him on that. Col.Jing out, for all
of us, is something we have to do over
and over, in so many different situations
and not in all situations. Given his inhibitions, I was amazed at the speech he
gave to the U.S. Olympic Committee
following his appearance at Gay Games
IV. The USOC had awarded him the
prestigious Robert "J. Kane Award for
excellence and dedication in his sport.
Louganis accepted the award and
dedicated it to Dr. Tom Waddell, founder
of the Gay Games. Louganis wem on
to denounce Cobb County, Georgia (outside Atlanta, site of the '96 Olympics)
as the site for the volleyball competition
in the upcoming Olympics because of
the adoption of an anti-gay resolutioo by
the local government The volleyball
competition has been moved (Note:

There were many other voices of opposition to Cobb County), but Louganis
was using his celebrity status, forcefully,
for the first time, in the service of justice.
I most enjoyed the parts of the
book about his lover, Tom - what a
creep! But all the break up, spying,
fighting and settlement stuff was great
drama, though the fact that Tom was sick
and dying towards the end of their relationship softened his image as "evil"
man. It was frustrating to read how naive Louganis was, how easily manipulated he was, and how - he said it himself - stupid - he was, to let Tom do

what he did to him. I guess it's hard to
imagine someone of Louganis' skill and
good looks feeling so bad about himself
but, why not? These are the feelings that
are put there by our parents. They are
on the inside, what's on the outside
doesn't change them.
As for the pop psychology, there's
a passage where Greg is having a diving crisis and he writes, 'Then he (his
coach) told me to believe in myself." As
if that's all it takes. Louganis then won
another gold medal. (I asked my shrink
to relieve my anxieties in similar fashion, so he did. He said, "Believe in yourself." I'm not sure it's working.)
The chapters on AIDS and the
death of his friends and father are emotionally difficult. With so many losses
to AIDS, I've become immune to feeling very much about it, but when he
wrote, ''With so many people close to
either death or dying, I couldn't help but
feel like it was-my turn next The whole
thing was overwhelming, and I got terribly depressed and withdrew into my
shell. Looking back, I can see that I
started losing the will to live." "Losing
the will to live," that passage sent me
spinning. I wept, sobbed - how many
times had I heard that, felt that?
There aren't too many laughs in
this book, but like it or not, Greg
Louganis is a hero, a role model, and
now, a force for change. I wish him luck
and all the time he needs to accomplish
the changes he hopes to make.
(Editor's note: I watched Barbara
Walters interview Greg Louganis on 20/
20. The absurd hysteria around whether
or not he put people at risk for HIV infection at the '88 Olympics is just that
-hysteria. The fact that Walters chose
to scold him for not telling people he
was HIV positive is shameful.) M

Karma Sensitive

Psychotherapy
roblem-solving from a larger perspective

Kenneth Lax, Ph.D.,
Clinical Paychologiat

Steven. Milla Pmfaaional Bulld.ing
l+U Hold Road
Auburn, Maine 0'210

(207)786-43()()
Broclue available en fflqllOlt.

Northern lights
Metropolitan

t

·

Community
Church

Now gathering for worship at
Senior Spectrum Building
Gardiner, Maine
Sundays at 4:00 PM

Norlhern Lighu MCC 16 an lncluli•e
Chrutuua congregation wltla a
outreada to tlw•e wlto lui•e felt
alienated or •eperatetlfro• Ille
Church, lncltullng KIIJ, lnb""',
buenal and tr111Ugendned penou.

Bill Gordon, contact person
207/453-9750

NAKED, from page 16
are two juveniles in the play and you
have, by far, the splashier role, do you
ever cut Patrick Delaware some slack?
JS: I think they cut ME the slack!
I'm by far the youngjoumeyman in the
cast. This is my first F.quity show. All
the rest of the cast has been on Broadway! They've all been working at a
much higher level than me.
AW: Since you kiss all the characters in the play, do you have a favorite kisser-character?
JS: My favorite kiss is the one at
the end with Cassie because it's the first
time that PAMELA gets kissed. 1be
fumiest kiss is with Patrick.
AW: And then, when be gets
kissed, Lipton has the best line in the
show!
JS: "And sometimes," (he sings)
"A kiss Is just a kiss, a sigh is just a
sigh!"
AW: Since this interview will
come out after the play closes, have you
decided whether Pamela is an alien. an
angel or, what?
JS: I do have my own idea, which
I will keep to myself! We've heard everything!
AW: Well, the next salacious cpes-

tion. and how shall I put this, without
affecting your... performance? I think
a great big 'thing' floppin' around up
there would have been all wrong! Hell,
was size a consideration?
JS: Well, they took care of that!
(Laughs.) Try making a 'big' entrance
through water, under 62 degrees! I'm
freezing cold...
AW: The stage lights aren't hot
enough?
JS: I'm freezing cold up there.
AW: Well, that answers the question you couldn't answer before, when I
asked, "Does Nature ever take his
course?''
JS: Oh! Do I ever get an erec-tion? There you go! There you go! I
doo't think that would be physically possible in that environment! It's too damn
cold!
AW: The follow-up to that is that
you 'vestamped your personality and talent on Pamela so emphatically. I can't
imagine anyone else playing it. Who?
Kevin Bacon? Tom Cruise?
JS: Kevin would do it! He'd
shave bis eyebrows!
AW: Kevin would do it! Not, it's
yours! Now, is stardom essential for
Jamison Selby?

JS: No! There's a massive group
of great actors working in the country,
fine actors, who are making a fine living.
AW: People would rather spend
$30 in a disco or $50 seeing Snoop
Doggy Dog! Would you favor us with
a snatch from one of the show tunes
Pamela sings in the show?
JS: (He bursts into a perfect imitation of ANNIE, singing: 1llE SUN'L
COME OUT, TUMARRAH! Ethel
couldn't have done-it better!)
AW: Well, that's about it. Have I
asked you everything we need to know?
Is there anything else we should know
about Jamison Selby?
JS: I don't think so!
AW: Well, since this is a gay and
lesbian publication, I really should ask.
.. I guess I should ask ... Are you gay?
JS: (HE LAUGHS.)

NOTE: The next production at
THE PORTLAND STAGE COMPANY is
"Intimate E:xpressions" by British playwright, Alan Ayckbourn, where decisions
made by the actors send the play in as
many as eight different versions. PSC
will do two versions, on allernate nighu.
For more information, call n4-0465.
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PAULA, from page 16
Anyone who~ ever seen an episode of ..Murder She Wrote" enjoyed
Pouncbtone's commentary and imitatiom of Angela Lambury, who always
manages to show up at the crime scene
right around the time a murder is being
committe.d.
Poundstone touched on her love
life only briefly, but it was one of the
fumiest moments of the night. ..I don't
dale because I don't like sex. There I
said it." she explained. Adding that she
would much rather think about a nice
·'freshly stirred glass of Tang".
When she added the fact that the
spoon will continue to twirl aro1D1d a few
times in the glass after you let it go, the engaged another audience member in a
audience was nearly on the floor laugh- conversation about the mirrors in front
of the urinals at the State, and told us
ing.
about her old job as a waitress at an InOne of the enjoyable things about
Paula Poundstone is that she isn't rude ternational House Of Pancakes. ..It was
a dream, I made it happen." She told us
and she uses profanity conservatively,
making it more effective, and funnier that if people were rude to her, she would
too. She talks about things we all can . touch their eggs.
Paula Poundstone's appearance at
somehow understand. Like buying her
white underwear in bulk, about every the State Theater on February 25th was
eight years. No floral prints for thoroughly enjoyable, although I recomPoWldstone, but blue and pink are OK mend cabaret seats for comedy shows
in a pinch. 1bis got her on the subject at the State.
Poundstone's career will hopefully
she hates, gc:,ing to the doctor. She said
she would •nie of a wedgy before go- continue to get her the attention she deserves. As far as the twinlties go, she
ing to an ~gyn."
PoW1dstone gave us her humorous won't e.at them "because they don't have
two cents worth about Newt Gingrich, a chocolate outer coating." M

HEART, from page 17
and death of Jesus.
Verzosa 1w taken these powerful
symbols and used them to commlDlicate
the inhumanejudgment and treatment our
society has often inflicted upon those with
AIDS. 1brough his work, we are asked to
see the metaphor. Like Jesus, people with
AIDS are often condemned, not only by
society at large, but unfortunarely, the condemnation is m<m ardently practiced by
leaders of religious communities.

Be a purr-feet friend,

help PAWS

PORTLAND: Nine months ago,
Otarlie Wynott and the late Jon Piefer
s~d Pets Are Wonderful Support
(PAWS), a program that helps PWA's
keep and enjoy their pets. Because of
the program's non-profit status and it
reliance on volunteers, help with
veterinary cost and money for pet food
are minimal. Many PWA's facing high
medical cost, must struggle just to meet
their own needs.
However, Olarlie has been able
to involve a couple of veterinarians to
worlc with PAWS. Pets Are Wonderful
Support provides free pet food, walks
dogs, cleam kitty litter boxes and provides referrals to reduced cost veterinary services throughout the state of
Maine. PAWS will be expanding their
services to include public speaking,
providing information on ..Safe Pet
Statu>11 oftlte Crou m, 11,e Flnt Fall, "My
Guidelines," a publication available
T cells •e tlro11Jll11g"
through our education department.
This work is a powerful plea. •'LisPAWS will be sponsoring several
ten to Your Heart," see the pain u some
fund-raisers to help defray the cost of
condemn, while otbers offer support, love
pet care and vet cost Pet food and supand encouragement. ..Listen to Your
plies can be donated at the Pet Food
Heat," see the imocentsuffering and isoDonation Campaign at Pet Quarters ·
la1icn. "Listen to Your Heat," and allow
through the weet of March 18 from
the message to meh away the badness of
9:00 am to 9:00 pm. PAWS will also
judgmmt.
have a team in this years !JDS Walk
I write du review with deep grati'95 scheduled for May 7. If you would
111de f« ADCRS Vazosa. His gmlffle.u . like more ~onnation. .call PAWS at ·
ofbeatbufounda 'Ydlicle1brough which
207m5-PAWS. M
· some wbo hid hem 1IDlblc may now,be

willing to lislellto 111eirbell1s. M
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FILING AN INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN PART II
by Peter J._
Callrum, CPA
How can I
save money on
my taxes? 1bis
becomes a very
popular question
during February, March and April. Last
month in my discussion of the Form
1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return
we reviewed the Label, Filing Status,
Exemptions, and Income sections of the
form bringing us to Line 22 Total In,.
come.
Fortunately, this is not the amount
on which our income tax liability is determined. In this month's article I will
be reviewing theAcljustments_to Income
and Tax Computation sections. Here is
where deductions are taken to reduce
total income to taxable income and understanding these sections is the key to
reducing your tax liability.

Section S: ADJUSTMENTS TO
INCOME
The IRS allows several adjustments to reduce total income. One of
my personal favorites is the IRA (Individual Retirement Account) contribution. An individual that is NOT covered
by an employer sponsored retirement
plan can contribute $2,000 of their
EARNED income to an IRA and get a
deduction for it. However, if you or your
spouse are covered by an employer plan
the amount you can contribute is reduced
and at some income levels eliminated.
IRA contributions have limitations and

restrictions but should be considered as
a method of sheltering income from
taxes. Other retirement plans such as
KEOGH and SEP-IRA for self employed and other individuals are also
allowed as adjusbnents to income.
Expenses incurred in relocating
over 50 miles for employment which
lasts at least 39 weeks of the following
12 months are now allowed as an adjusbnent to income. This amount is determined on Form 3903 Moving Expenses and generally includes costs of
travel and lodging while moving to your
new home and transporting your household goods or personal effects there.
Read the instructions to this form carefully to determine what your deduction
is.
Some of the other adjustments allowed include the following:
Self-employed persons are allowed
a deduction for one hclf of the Social
Security and Medicare taxes they must
pay on their income as calculated on
Schedule SE. Alimony paid to a former
spouse is allowed as an acljusbnent to
income but amounts paid for child support are not. Any penalties reported to
you on Form 1099-INT or1099-OID for
early withdrawal of savings can be taken
as an adjustment. Presently, no adjustment is allowed for self-employed health
insurance and it's unclear if Congress
will reinstitute it so, for the time being
ignore line 26.
Each person should review the
Adjustments section for opportunities
to reduce income considered for taxation. After all the adjustments to Total
•Income have been taken Adjusted Gross

Income (AGI) is determined oo Line 31.
This amount becomes important for
other calculations. The next section is
Tax Computation and actually involves
reducing AGI by Itemized Deductions
or Standard Deduction and the Personal
Exemption amount I. discussed last
month.

Section 6: TAX COMPUTATION
In this section I will focus on a review of Standard Deductions and Itemized Deductions. The other items such
as the Exemption deduction and actual
tax calculation are important. If you
have questions on them review the instructions provided in the booklet or
contact a tax professional.
The Standard Deduction is an
amount calculated by the IRS and dependent upon your Filing Status. If you
believe you would receive a greater deduction by itemizing you should fill out
Schedule A - Itemized Deductions.
Schedule A lists in'detail various expenses which can be taken as deductions
from AGI to arrive at Taxable Income.
I will briefly discussion them here.
Medical and Dental Eipemes: A
deduction is allowed for expenses paid
(reduced by any amount reimbursed by
insurance or your employer) in the diagnosis, cure, treabnent and prevention
of disease which exceed 7.5% of Adjusted Gross Income.
Taxes You Paid: A deduction is
allowed for state & local income taxes,
real estate taxes and personal prQperty
(excise) taxes. Sales taxes or Federal
income tax are not allowed as deductions.

fare (before taxes). That is translated to
a $27 commission on a $300 ticket, or a
$91 commission on a $1000 ticket.
What Delta announced was that they
were placing a $50 cap on commissions
by Paul T.
meaning that the $100') ticket would
Bel.'Dard
now only yield a $50 commission. Their
The month brilliant reasoning was that these high
of February will priced tickets (which are generally the
go down in history as the time when the prices that business people pay) -: -~re
travel industry was turned upside down subsidizing the low price tickets, and that
and changed forever! I'm sure all of you they couldn't continue to subsidize them.
have heard or seen the reports on the I think that their logic is a little bit screwy
~ews about bow travel agents have had - mainly because it is the airlines themselves who are pushing these low price
their commissions cut.
Well, here's the whole story. On tickets - so in effect, they are the ones at
February 14, DeltaAir Lines announced fault - not the travel agents.
Studies have shown that it costs a
that they were placing a "cap" on commissions. Normally, a travel agent travel agency about $25 for each ticket
makes a 10% commi$sion on the base written - this figure covers overhead
__________________________

costs such as rent, heat, telephone, computers, etc. So when we write a ticket
for $300 and earn a commission of $27,
we actually make a "profit" of only $2.
Whereas when we write a ticket for
$1000 and earn a commission of $91,
we make a "profit" of $66.
Now that all of the other major airlines have followed Delta's lead, what
does all this mean to the travelling public? Well, in effect, it means a price increase. What is going to happen now is
that agencies are going to charge fees
for their services. Already, American
Express Travel and Carlsoo Travel Network, two of the larger agencies in the
country, have announced that they will
charge fees. For example, if you buy a
ticket for \Older $300, they will charge
you a $15-$25 fee. To change a ticket,
they willcbalgeyou a$20 fee on top of

Book Review: A Citizen's Guide to the 117th
Maine ~lature

the fee cbalged by the airline. However,
both companies have said they will is-sue a coupon for $15-$25 toward a future purchase and will waive the fees for

Out of
Town!

a publication of the Maine
People's Resource Center
by Bruce Balboni
The "Citizen's Guide to the
117th Maine Legislature"is an
invaluable doalment for the professional
and the novice alike. It is a 120 page
booklet containing everything you ever
wanted to know about the legislature and

Interest You Paid: A deduction is
allowed for qualified home mortgage
interest and points, home equity debt
(subject to limits) and investment interest (subject to restrictions). NO deduction is allowed for personal interest like
auto loans or credit card debt.
Sorry.
Gifts To Qiarity: Cash gifts to
qualifying tax exempt organizations are
deductible up to 50% of AGI (excess can
be carried forward). Gifts of $250 or
more must be substantiated by a receipt
from the organization. For non-cash gifts
see Form 8283.
Casualty and Theft Losses: A deduction is allowed for losses from casualty or theft of personal property subject to limits. See Form 4684 to calculate the deduction.
J o b ~ and Most Other Miscellaneous Deductions: Un-reimbursed
employee expenses incurred in the performance of their job (See form 2106),
tax preparations fees and other items
such as investment fees are deductible
to the extent that they exceed 2% of AGI.

Other Miscellaneous Deductions:
See the instructions for this line.
These miscellaneous items are not subject to the 2% of AGI excess.
If the total of your itemized deductions exceeds the standard deduction
amount use it to determine taxable income on line 37. Next month I will discuss the final sections on Form 1040.
Each of the items I briefly discussed can
become complicated. If your tax situation is complex see a professional. Good
Luck! M

regular, repeat rustomers.
Not all agencies will charge fees. For
example, AAA Travel announced this
week that they will not charge fees for services. However, you are paying a fee
when you join AAA. You also can still do
everything yourself and not incur fees. It
means that you will have to spend hours
oo the phone calling all of the airlines for
their best prices, then do the same for car
rentals and hotels. Or you can call your
travel agent and book it with him/her. Your
chance to get better service and the best
price is with your local travel agent - not
spending hours oo the phone talking to an
airline employee.
You are going to see continuing
changes in the travel iJnJSlry in the next
six m ~ It will probably mean travel
agencies will be dwging fees for their services- but please remember that when you
deal with a travel agent, you are getting a
value-added service - and it is still worth
the cost Your travel agent is your best
source of informatioo and your best bet
for the best price. M

then some.

Its early pages describe
everything from '1Iow an Idea Becomes
Law'' to 'Ttps for the Citizen Lobbyist."
There are short biographies of every
current member of 1he legislature which
include basic facts about them,
particularly - how to contact them.
·
My ooly complaint about the
book is that every legislator is rated by

a variety of groups on a percemage buis.
If someone gets a 60% rating from the
AFL-CIO what does that tell me about
specific legislation? That point uide,
this book is_a must for any citizen who
wants to take an active interest in their
government
There are biographies of the
constitutional officers at the end

(Attorney General, Secretary of State,
etc.) floor plam of the State house,
descriptions of citizen groups and many
other useful tables and glossaries.
The book can be obtained by
calUng the Maine People's Resource
Center at 761-1881. Or write to them at
65 West Commercial Street, Portland.
· Me 04101. COR: $13.20.
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person, from the ocean to mtns, iso 18-35
with sim interests- 1t27483
I
Portlond FRIENDS OR MORE: Alan, 30,
love to meet other men in the oreo, .like to
moke friends ond if something more
develops thots greot- 1t28605
Central ME OUTDOORS AND QUIET
TIMES: Mike, 37, GWM brn hair, beard,
mustache, int in outdoors, and quiet times
at home, like to heor from other males
under 30- 1r29347
ME HORSE TRAINER: Richard 22, brn
blu, gdlkg good sense of humor, personality
iso right person to share-my life, train
horses, like camping, have a good time, like
the outdoors dancing, thats about it if ur
interested give me a call- 1r30274
ME SHARE MY HOME: Kevin, 27, 5'11,
155, looking for rel, buying my own home,
like to have someone here, honest, don't
reolly like bors, if ur int give me o call1t30057
Southern ME CASUAL LIFE: GWM 5'9
150 brn/blu, 30s focused person go to
school, proPI in the area, toke care of my
self, exercise reg, have fun , laugh simple , .
life if u have a big heort like to share my life
with someone 25-35, like myself- tr25826
Portland OTHER YOUNG GUYS: David,
26, brnbrn 6'1 170 iso other young guys to
get together will- if ur int Iv a message1r26276
Portland JUST LAY BACK: looking to be
pleasured grt body time on my hands,
looking to lay bock and be pleasured
1t25547

CiR.A.B

TIIAT PHONE!

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:

1 ) To respond to these .
ads & browse others
Call: 1-900-884-GAYS

Augusta DINNER AND DANCING:
Paul, 29, 6' 1, 175, 1kg to meet gay men
18-35 int in movies, dinner, dancing,
hiking, swimmg if ur int Iv a message·
1tl8312
Southern ME CUDDLE AND KISS: WM,
5' 10, 150 brn/blu, 30s, iso 25-35,
somewhere in the coastal area, like
dancing, sports, keep in good shape,
running biking, beach, like theatre
music classical ta rock, dinnner, laid
bock-love to cuddle & kiss- 1r2761

Portland I LOVE THE OUTDOORS:
inspired in nature mike 33, 175, red/brn
must int are hiking, camping outdoors

Central VT LOOKING FOR
ADVENTURE: 18 looking for adventure,
looking to have a good time, inlo just about
anything pis be discreet· 1t29715
Exeter ROWRSKATER: Rick, dk/blu 160
like to roller skate, dance, give me a call·
1t29052

North Shore NORTH SHORE MUSCLES:
6', 190 muse gdlkg, iso other guys in the
areo muse gdlkg also gve me a call.. 29661

Waterville OLD FASHIONED GUY:
39, GWM 5' 10, 155, slim build;29w
brn blu must iso other 25-35 slim only,
not into bor life, looking for friends
pass rel love to dance, smoke drink,
bowl, theatre arts and movies, will
travel- 1t24702

NH LATE NIGHT FUN: My lover Paul
and I are both gdlkg good shpe, looking for
some late night fun give us a call- .,,30070
NH LOVE TO SWIM: Steve 28 WM 6'
160, like almost anything swimming in
particular like to go out dancing, looking
for someone to hang out with pass rel.. 30847

Central ME OUTDOOR
ROCKER: Kevin 32 into
outdoors, 70s -80s rock and
roll, like a good time, work out,
into running- give me a call1t21720
Sonford RUGGED AND
HAIRY: Single guy, 39 5' 11 155, dk
hair/eyes must iso best friend, masc rugged
and hairy guy, 1kg for you and you can call
me· .,,21861
Portland SNUGGLE UP: Greg, 39, GWM
5' 11 , 155, brn/blu, must iso a young BM
or AM slim, inlo horsebock, candelight
dinners, sports, movies, theatre bowling,
skanng, country music, dance, like to
snuggle- not inlo bar life, give a call1t10238

Portland LAW STUDENT 22, new lo
area, iso a pass rel with someone 18-24,
var of int, 6' l, 165, if ur int, leave me a
message· ,. 19876

Central MOVIES AND DANCING: Al,
int are wrinng, being dose ond colling
friends and moking new friends, if this
sounds int, movies, dancing going out for a
good nme Iv a message· 1r27929

ME WANT TO TALK?
are you lonesome? like
someone to attend lo
your needs, if you
feel like talking give
me a call-Daniel
trl 9110

Bangor TV AND TICKLING: truck driver,
iso TV's into tickling and other fun stuff1t24151

3) To pick-up messages
from your existing ad
Call: the 900 number &
Press the star key(•)

St. Johnsbury COMPANION WANTED:
Noel, looking for a companion to take the
rood less travelled, give me a call- 1t27879

a

Undenville STRONG RELATIONSHIP:
David, looking for GWM lo live with me,
own my own home, I very int in strong rel,
like you to drop me a line- 1t29473

Wilbraham WANTS TO SWING: GWM
couple 20s iso others to start swinging, if ur
int give us a call, throughout new england.. 29576

Bangor CHAD, 21, dk brn/brn 5'9, 180,
dk cxion, just joined gym, like movies
dancing theatre, summertime, iso friendsh ip
pass rel- .,, 19641

Portland PLAY A UTILE LEATHER:
Brian, 5'9, 150, beard shrt hair tatoos in
good shape looking for a buddy lo play a
little leather with, a little exotic fun- 1t26596

Limeslone NICK, looking for a man,
generous, considerate, nice looking, give
me call- ,.l 8198

another masc morried guy under 30 who's
looking for discree~ fun - 1t23791

Central ME Bl CURIOUS CD? 5' 11,
215, bi curious male, looking lo meet
discreet genrle, men like myself, into CD, if
interested pis call- 1t23341

2) To record your FREE
CPR personal ad
Call: 1-800-546-MENN
(We'll print it here)

Due lo our large volume of calls,
if you can't get thru, simply try
your call later.
900 blacked? Try 1-800-863-9200.
VISA/MC.
Questions Call: 1-415-281-31 83

Houlton GET PHYSICAL: Matt, 6'1, 195,
like sports, phys activines, romantic quiet
times, affectionate iso someone sim, for a
rel- 22, give me a call- 1t 18099
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ME OUTDOORS PERSON: Max, 27,
!irn/brn, 180, camping fishing, outdoors
person, walking and hiking, if ur interested
give me a call- 1t20964
Augusta DINNER AND A MOVIE: Paul,
6'1 175, iso gm 18-35 int are swimming,
movies, dinner, if ur free give me a call.. 18312
Portland PANTY BOY: Bobby subm panty
boy, wknds free and eves free to pis u·
enjoy pleasing you- 1t21275
Bangor DISCIPLINE AND TRAINING:
Well end'd married Bi Male, 24, 6', iso subm
gay bi or sir males or couples need discipline
and training, discrenon assured- 1t214 l l
Augusta TWO MAN TENT: Paul, looking
for GWM 18-35, sports, movies, camping,
like fit and trim Iv a message· 1t l 83 l 2
· Bennington FUN DOWN BELOW:
Brn/hzl 5'7 like anything from early 70s
music, rock to new country, I'm shoved and
looking for a good time- 1t l 80zO

Sonford HARD AND HOT: Mark 39
5' 11 5'9 165, musl_like it big hard and hot,
partial to blondes, southern accents,
friendly men like to meet me· 1t24795
ME TODD 19 Y/0, blnd/hzl, btrn iso
some tops, if ur int Iv a message· 1r 19052
ME MY PLACE FOR INTIMACY,
Conversation, music, ma5509e, videos,
cuddling, much more, young find me easy,
get to know fun to be with, older men will
find me upbeot outgoing, 6' 185, 50, GM
professional, will answer all- .,, 19485
Oxford Co. ATHLETIC GUY DIGS

Recording your ad:
Figure out what you want to say
before calling in. Write down what
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just describe yourself and
what you' re looking for. Our
computerized system will walk you
through the rest. Have a pen ready
to write down your box number.
TRUCKERS: 25 5'9 170 athl build int in
meeting walkers, truckers, bikers, hairy,
bearded rgged cons! type, like hiking,
biking, camping out, welcome visitors and
will travel anywhere· 1t l 7728

Portland MONOGAMOUS X 2: Eric, int
in a monogamous minded, indiv 18-35 6'2
135 iso sim to proportion, int in yoga, like
to read, if u' d like to hook up 1r l 7870
Portland SPECIAL NEEDS: Jae, WM
married late 30s with special needs- 5'8,
150, brn/blu health gd shape muse build,
lots of int skiing, hiking, sports, looking for
buddy, pref married, athl type· 1r 18379
S. VT LOOKING FOR FUN? Jeff 30
5'10 160,. iso some fun , Iv a message or
give me a call- 1tl 8l 68

Central VT NEW TO SCENE: Dave, 30 bi
WM 6' 185, 1kg for 18-35 WM 1kg for
some good times bosic fun , couple would
be good, new to scene like to get to know
and enjoy myself- iso masc and ht/wt prop·
1t26477
NH FANTASY DRESS UP: 48 WM masc
daddy type who likes to hot ploy with men,
like fantasy dress up, consi workers mil,
locker room, threesomes, if u like to play im
your man· 1t25210
Boston KARATE KID: Rob, 32, blk/brn
mustache 5'11 180, int in someone
sensitive understanding fun and cln, karate,
like to reod, sing, like someone sim int1t25609

Boston MOUNTAIN CUMBER: Bob, 28,
5' 6, 165, blnd/blu, looking for that special
person who likes quiet eves special dinners
and go out to dubs, get away on wknds as
well, min dmbing, horsebock riding, like lo
paint, crafts, 1r23814
Springfield MUSCULAR AND HAIRY:
Bill, 6' 200, muse and hairy, bi, like to meet
a guy in my area for a long
term relationship, like to
go out, quiet times at
home, thats about it
give me a call1t24361
Manchester
MAGAZINES
AND VIDEOS!
Jack, 22, 5' 11, 170,
brn beard, smooth body iso
another male in my area who is
allr, for friendly get togethers enjoy ~ch
other company, look at magazines ond
videos and take it from there- 1t24623
Boston TIM 34 WM brn/brn, 6', iso
friendship pass rel, Iv a message· 1t20033
S NH TODD 28, looking for some other
guys to get together with, 6'1, 175, athl
build, Iv a message· .,,20317

----

Boston LIGHT COMPLEXION GBM: It
cxion 37 6'3 190, into theatre, movies,
dancing, iso 30-40 for friendship, pass rel1t20474
Boston THEATRE AND DANCE: John,
GBM It cxion, 37, 6'3, 190, enjoy theatre,
movies, dancing, int in meeting 30-40 with
same int, int friendship or rel, 1t20474
Springfield BLONDE Bl WM, 28,
blnd/blu 6' l 180, iso fun loving men who
is· willing to give me pleasure· .,,20836
Ft. Devins CUDDLE AND MORE: Ray,
35, WM 5'10, 150, red/brn into cars,
movies, rides, like to cuddle and more, iso
guys 18-35 like to cuddle- 1r20927
Lowell CHRIS 24, 5' 4, iso someone who
wants to have a good nme, interested give
me a call 1r21082

Seacoast SWISS GUY: John, from
Swilzerland, 6' l , 170 blu, very gdlkg 35,
very well built swim every iso reol tall Ip guy
who I can get together with on a reg basis1t25915
Western MA PROFESSIONAL attr hisp
man, 23, 5' 11 , bind brn proPI looking for a
rel minded masc wm 23-35 cln cut in shpe
non smoker, music movies walks traveling
hairy chest a plus, quiet eves at home·
1t26025
Boston RAY 21, 130 5'9 brn/grn olive
skin smooth, iso Irish/Italian 20-27 give me
a call, willing lo make new friends, thanks
bye- 1r26932
Boston ITAUAN/GREEK: Alan, 26, 5'10,
165, Italian, Persian, Grk, gdlkg, olive skin,
mil hairy cut, hairy chest, into masc, muse,
dudes 18-35 int in dating being good
friends- give me a call - 1r28398
Taunton STEADY PARTNERS: Jason, bi
WM 34, 57 150 brn/brn in grt shape like
to get together on a reg basis, 25-35 give
me a call- 1r23002
Boston MASCULINE MARRIED GUY:
Tom, 27, work out reg blnd/blu married iso

Portland POWERUmR: Jim, like
~ lifiting photography, karate,
~ walks, condlelight dinners,
mo ing love, lving ihis mesi:i wont
to meet more lesbion friends, ike to
be in a relationship- 1t29654

lliere's IO diage to leave aFNlilg:

1-800-326-MEET
To pick..., y• prlmt nspones « browse:

1-900-884-4297
$1.99Allft.
Aru.TSOfU.II.ISTIIE 11+ GIS415-a1-31&\STI.LCN..Y

----
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Chew on
This
by

--.

Rose Mary

Denman
Have you ever had one of _those
days, or weeks, when you wished your
kitchen table was home plate and you
were coming in for a slide mouth first
and wide open? Have you ever watched
the Susan Powter show and gotten the
idea that as long as you count fat grams
and keep them within respectable numbers you can eat as much as you want?
NOT! !! L ike it or not, fat grams count
and so do calories. How unfortunate.
Once this was no problem. Just use
fake stuff, right? Nutra Sweet instead
of sugar, make believe sugar, make believe mayonnaise, make believe soda,
make believe chocolate, even make believe bread! Wow! Home plate doesn' t
look so bad after all!
Well, there is a problem. All this
make believe stuff can cause you to be
not-so-make-believe sick! Now that
we're all hooked, the news is -being
leaked that the artificial this and make
believe that is not good for us. Bet
grandma knew that all along.
So, what's a person who wants to
be healthy, AND eat, to do? Lots of
homework, that's what. Au nature} is
the only sane way to go; really ... would
I kid you about _something as serious as
food?
The health food store has become
some,trung akin to a shrine for me. Oh
sure, that's where I get my whole grain
pasta, soy milk, organic eggs and veggies. But it's also where I go for "goodies" such as rice pudding sweetened with

~-

honey; and ice aeam-like treat called
"Sweet Nothing" with no additives, no
sugar, no preservatives and no fat, but
which actually tastes great; lollipops
sweetened with fruit juice concentrate
with no fat and only 35 calories per...
the list is almost endless. So now, on
those nights when I do feel like sliding
into home plate, I reach for a pudding
first, followed by a huge bowl of air
popped popcorn, followed by a lollipop
. . . and as long as I make room for the
calories, which aren't bad, I'm home
free!
Here's a recipe for a great brown
bread that is easy to make, has no fat,
and only 80 calories a slice. It's wonderful.

HEIRLOOM BOSTON BROWN
BREAD

will
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fro~ "More-With-Less Cookbook"
Makes 4 small loaves.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
0
Lightly oil four 1 lb cans (from
t=~ater
· .·t·•·~. ••·•· ~.·.•·.1. ~ A.r .•.••.•.···•.es
... ··.h
·..••.•..
.· ··; aJ
.•.:.•.d·. •.·.•,.:
canned beans or veggies)
sues
also be available. This workCombine:
i shopt:;.·--will be
present~
b.Y(J..ise
R.
.·
.•:::- .-,•:•·-:
-:-:-:::,:-- .·..
2 cups whole wheat flour
1/2 cup white flour (I use oat
CARE, from page 7
flour)
During your visit, ask any ques2 tsp. baking soda
tions
you
want. Ask to watch the proce.
1 tsp. salt
dure,
if
you
' re so inclined. Write things
Add:
2 cups sour milk Uust add 1 tsp. down so you won't forget what you
heard. Ask the provider if she has any
lemon juice to eacll cup of milk)
material you can take home to read. Ask
1/2 cup dark molasses
to
see your medical record, if you'd like,
1 cup raisins ( can be left out
without drastically affecting the taste, and ask questions about anything in it
for those of you who can't do cooked that you don't understand.
If your health care provider wants
raisins)
to
run
any tests or perform any proce.
Mix until smooth. Spoon into cans
dures,
you
should ask a lot of questions.
evenly. Let stand for 1/2 hour. Bake
for 45-50 minutes. Cool thoroughly on Marchelle Briers, writing in the Novemcake rack before removing from cans. ber 1994 issue of the Mautner Project
Wrap airtight and store 24 hours before newsletter, suggests the following:
- What is the test/procedure
serving. Enjoy! M
called?
- When and where should I have
'
it done?
- What does it involve? ,
- How much will it cost? Will
my insurance cover it?
- What are the risks of this test/
procedure? How common are they?
- Is there any other way to get the
information intended from this test? If
so, why is this a better way to get that
information?
- Are there alternatives to this
procedure? If so, is this procedure better?
- What does the test measure?
What is the normal range of results?
What do abnormal test results mean?
OVER 8,000
After the test or procedure, note the
LISTINGS
USA
results in writing. If your provider preCANADA
scribes a drug or treatment, Briers sugMEXICO
gests getting the following information:
- What is the name of the drug/
treatment?
on ly $13.95 + $5 shipping! MC/Visa
-What d~age am I getting?
PO Box 422458, San Francisco, CA 94142-2458
-What does it look like? (Pill,
powder, tea, ointment, etc.)
-Is a generic or brand-name drug
being presaibed? If brand-name, how
is it better than generic?
- How much does it cost?
- How long should I take it?
- How does it react with other
medicatiom I'm taking? Are there any
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foods I should stay away from while I'm
on this treatment/medication?
- Does it have any side effects,
especially harmful ones that should be
reported to the provider?
·
- What should be done if these
side effects occur?
- If it's a prescription, can it be
refilled? How often?
- Can this drug/treatment cause
addiction or dependence?
- Are there alternatives to this
drug/treatment? If so, why is this better?
Remember, write down the answers. Always let the provider know if
you 're worried or concerned. If you
aren't getting better when you should,
or if a prescribed medication is causing
side effects (nausea, blurred vision, rash,
headache, whatever), call your provider
without delay.
Health care and healing are a partnership between you and your health
care providers. You will always do best
if you have confidence iri your provider.
Sometimes we don't have a choice and
have to make do; that's when a personal
support system is especially needed.
Being a health care consumer is an
active function that makes its own contribution to well-being. If you want to
get more involved, or -w ant information,
contact the Lesbian Health Project at
Mabel Wadsworth Women' s Health
Center, PO Box 20, Bangor ME 04402,
207/947-5337. In Southern Maine, contact Tania Jo Hathaway, Lesbian Health
Project coordinator at 207/772-2699 .

M
Thanks to the Mary-Helen
Mautner Project/or Lesbians With Cancer for permission to use material from
"Information and Questions for Your
Health Care Provider," by Marchelle
Briers. It appeared in the November,
1994 issue of the Mautner Project newsletter. For more information, contact the
Mautner Project, 1707 L Street NW.
Suite 1060, Washington, DC 20036, 2021
332-5536.
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Families

roO<l

l.iccnKd Qiniarl Social Worur

alCohol

HONtC~ · O'TOOlt

Individual, Group and
&lalionsl,ip T11erapy

abUse
Sexuality

Certified

F1hy

Public

Portland
Pier

Accounta,b

Portland
Maine

04101
(207) 774-0682

PO Box 7980
Penland' Maine
04112
Fax 773-2047

10 Minot Avenue
Auburn. Maine 04210

775-6595

('207) 784-874 7

u~, k Cove Couns1>ling Center
OCEA"- AVE
l'OIHLA"-0. MAINE 04103
C,]7

Peter J. Callnan, CPA

David 0. Cook
VICTORIA DELFINO, C:.P.A., M.S.T.
CERTIFIED PUBuc Accol!NTANT

YOUR BUSINESS CARD
COULD BE HERE

Consultant

First time b/c advertisers get
your first 2 mos.at $35 each.
Save $20;

Information Systems
and Technology

MASTER OF SCIENCE 11--TAXATIO~

P.O . Box 4892
Portland. Maine 04112

Tel: 207-878-3472
Fax: 207-878-3472

•
Non-profit experience
flexible rates

Theseus Counseling
Services
ARI KANE M .Ed.
GENDER SPECIALIST
DIPLOMA TE • AM. BO SEXOLOGY
FOR NORTHERN

FOR GREATER
BOSTON AREA

NEW ENGLAND
126 WESTERN AVE.
233 HARVARD ST.
SUITE 222
SUITE 302
AUGUSTA. ME 04330
BROOKLINE. MA 02146
MC/Visa Accepted
617-277-4360

., womensQace
~

COUNSELING CENTER

Joanne H. Clarey Ed.D., L.C.P.C.
871--0377
Vivian L. Wadas M.A., L.C.P.C.
774-2403

7 Deering Street
Portland ME 04102
Tel. (207) 874--0419

-fllLCPC
r Bill(207)Barter
nJ-02os
Psychotherapy

LINDA BARTER, L.C.S.W.
CAROLYN BLOOM, L.C.S.W.
Licensed Clinical Social Workers

180 High Street
. Portland, Maine 0:4101

\~i'llb·ll·~
Clea11iI1g Service

Individual- Couples - Women's Issues
Family Therapy
·
86 Main Street, Auburn, Maine
(207) 782-1051

Sexual Orientation
Gay & lesbian Couples
1.ddictiorl&Recovery
Gender Identity

Insurance Reimbursable
Sliding Fee Scale
I42 Hidl St, Rm 635
Portland, ME 04 IO I

Michelle Bolen
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Genenl Practice • Individual & Group •
Education & Presentations

· Residential - Commercial
l1yn.Eq.rinc•
&,u,,4- F""1 lluluN

FrN EdilMtu

Dori or Beckie
926,4365

Specialties incbtde . ..
childhood abuse issues • anger management • women's issues
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TIME
OUT!
The

Saarborougb
Marsh
by
Michul Ra.ettl

The Scarborough Marsh is one of the
most accessible expanses of salt marsh in
the state, and is the location forTIDle Out's
April 9 bird and marsh watch.
Scarborough Marsh in spring is the
scene of profuse bird nesting. Large flodes
of Canada geese stake out hatching areas
and brood or simply make stopovers en
route to other sites. 1broughout the
warmer days of spring and summer, hlDldre<h of snowy egrets are easily seen roaming and fishing in the shallow pools. Occasionally, large heron, whose nearly fif. teen foot wing span is as graceful and astounding as the sight of the large bird itself, nest here. Even fl.odes of snow geese
have been known to make spring stop-

ovea. 1be3e are splendid, large birds with
snowy white feathers except for the black
just at the tips of their wings.
At low tide, especially in the sum~
mer, the Marsh can have an offensive
"clammy" smell mhumid days. The smell
ocaJl'S because decaying matter at the bottom of the wet areas becomes exposed as
the tide goes out. This offensive smell is
perfume to those who care about the health
of the worl& oceam, because the smell
indicates that the natural cle.aming of the
earth is at worlc. Salt marshes are elemental to ocean life in that much of the flora
and fauna that grows in the marsh washes
out to the Atlantic along with decaying
oiatterto become the initial building bl.odes
to the ocean's food chain. From microscopic, one celled creatures to insect larva
and tiny fish, the ric~ of the life of the
salt marsh gets deposited without rest into
the oream with e.ach tum of the tide.
Hum~ have left their mark on the
marsh, but fortunately for the marsh, what
has been built is either abandoned or increases accessibility for interested preser-

vationists. Route 1 and the Payne Road
wt aa08S the upper portions of the marsh,
while Black Pout Road ruts its eastern
side. All of these roam are sinking in the
liquid soil of the marsh, just as the ancient
Kings Highway did back in the 1700's.
1be railroads were more intrusive than the
highways, building the abandoned road
bed in the central area and the B().ffi)ll and
Maine bed on its soqthern parts with tom
and tons of sand and rubble. 1be industrial parks on its western and e.astem edges
pose far less a threat to the Scarborough
Marsh than do summer traffic, incomiderate tourists and housing developments,
all of which contribute to the contamina~
tion of the marsh's delicate ecosystem.
Scarborough Marsh has great accessibility and an educational center on Route
9 (the Pine Point Road) where maps and
information, as well as canoe rentals are
available. On the western side of the
marsh, starting from the education center,
a nature trail me.anders through the upper
parts of the marsh area Also on the western area, just off Route 1 is the Industrial

Park, wme roadside parking will allow
access to the open areas of the marsh.
T1D1e Out's hike will start from the
old railroad access just down from the Oak
Hill area. This access point leads through
forested areas, allowing us to travel on dry
ground, but able still to observe the entire
set of zones associated with the marsh.
Later this spring, TlDle Out will explore
the eastern side of the marsh by canoeing
along the Nonesuch River, on the marsh's
eastern side, allowing a closer and more
undisturbed look at the bird and wild life
of the area
For an excellent book on Wlder'standing the value of the salt marsh, and one of
the e.arlier and important works on conservation, chedc out "Life and death of the
Salt Marsh" by John Teal. Scarborough
Marsh is mentioned frequently in this
book. Written back in the 60's and pu~
lished by Little Brown, Boston, it will give
you information about the interdependence
of life on earth. and its very fragile nature.

M

The Pride Corner
by Michael Rossetti
Highlights of this year's Portland
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgendered Community Pride Celebration are
shaping up to include the Pier Dance,
the Festival Stage, 1he Friday Rally and
a Saturday parade with a target attendance of3,000. It's not possible to give
a detailed update on all the planning, as
some plans are Dnly in the proposal
stage.
Fund raising has allowed us to pay
off last year's security bills to the City
and have put us on the way to getting
this year's parade into the streets. The
next fund raisers are March 26 at the
Underground with the Divas production
of a show called "Free Your Mind." On
April 18, Citi will be presenting a Chef's
auction, where you can sample food
from some of the best restaurants in the
area before bidding on gr~ dining certificates to any of them. Also,
Blackstone's donates a portion of
Wednesday night proceeds to Pride. So,
please patronize these generous businesses.
People intending to visit Boston
during their June 10th celebration are
encouraged to carry banners and join
other Mainer's at the Portland Pride
float. The float will not be ready for
Portland's St. Patrick's Day Parade invitation, but we hope to be part of the
Maine State Parade in Lewiston. We
also plan to bring the float to Bangor for
their July celebration.
The emphasis this year is on
"Community Festival" and various community groups have come forward with
proposals that will extend the dates of
Portland's Pride Festival to potentially
6 days of events. Groups are requested
to register, with fee, to help with the
planning and insurance costs of the parade. Speakers for the Friday, June 16
rally are being approached, their selection is being based on providing diverse
representation of community life. Mar-

shals, setup help and security for the
parade, the Pier dance and several other
events are needed. Entertainment and
vendors are being sought for the Saturday, June 18 Festival. A detailed brochure will be available May 15, with
further scheduling announcements in the
May-June issue of CPR.
i
Visibility Works, as Pride's educ,tional arm, will be hostin~ "Survival
Parties" to be held at PJ's m Augusta.
Sunday, March 19, at The Bar in Bangor.,
March 26 and at the Underground in
Portland, April 9. The "Parties" are always from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm, allowing gay youth to attend. Parties feature
a free buffet, skits and "gaymes" with
prizes, gift certificates, T-shirts and vacations, along with a more serious question and answer session with local Bias
Crimes officers.
Visibility Works aims to provide
support for those who are out and those
who are coming out by helping to.maintain the health of community groups
through resource networking. The next
Visibility Works, "Comtructing our Visibility," workshop will be held Saturday,
May 6 at the Unitarian-Universalist
Church inAubum from 1:00 to 4:00 pm
with lunch provided. The work.shop will
examine the succ~ses of community
groups in building membership and in
running a strong organization.
Current contacts for Portland's
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered Community Festival are: Michael
Rossetti, 871-9940 for general information; Deb Stevens at Blackstones, 7752885 for vendor information; Richard B.
Freed, 772-7325 for parade group/float
registratiom; Brent at Citi, 774-2242 for
festival entertainment and stage help;
State Theatre, 879-1112 for Maine Gay
Men's Chorus with the Flirtations.
Look for this column each month
for more information on Portland's Pride
Festival. M

... at my age? ... on my salary? ... with my
schedule? ... after all these years? ...
Absolutely! At Springfield College's School of Human Services where:
• Our undergraduate and graduate degree programs are
designed for the adult learner.
• Financial aid is available to students who qualify.
• Classes are conveniently scheduled one weekend a month
for all our programs.
• Undergraduates may obtain prior learning credit througl1
a portfolio program.
• You may register for the May tenn byApril 1 or for the
September tenn by August 1.
Say yes now and call us at 1-800-441-1812 or
(802) 748-5402 for more infonnation.

Sprirri1eld
b!6LLEGE
School of Human Services, P.O. Box 66 Emerson Falls Road, St. Johnsbury, vr, 05819
7be School of Human .'ierviais is fully accredited by 7be New Hn!iland Association of Schools and Colleges.
7be Vermont !i'late /Jepartment of F.duwtion, and the Council for !i'landards in Human Services F.ducation.

